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.Chapter I 
Introduction 
The modern farm manager.is cont~nuously seeking innovations.and 
services which can increase net returns. Many farmers are trying to 
make the adjustments needed to maintain or increase farm net returns. 
on a given.acreage. The adjustments that are often needed to maxi-
mize net returns cannot r~adily be.seen without an overall examination 
of the entire farm operation. 
The use of fertilizer for increasing yields and.profits is one 
approach that many Oklahoma producers of wheat and feed grain have. 
selectec;l to increase or maintain net return per acre. Fertilizer is 
an increasingly important .factor of production. Farmers in Oklahoma. 
have,increased their usage of fertilizer from 144,000 tons in 1959 to 
1 470,000 tons in 1967. 
Average plant nutrient content of all fertilizers also has in-
creased. In 1960; the n~trient content averaged 31.9 percent while 
2 tQe 1966 nutrient content averaged 37.7 percent. The increase in 
fertilizer usage and trend to higher analysis fertilizer indicates. 
that farmers .are realizing the profitability of fertil:f,zer. 
1 Tonnage Distribution of Fertilizer in.Oklahoma Counties~ Grade 
~ Material, Annual Report-;-from 1959 th~ugh 1967; Oklahoma State 
Department.of Agriculture. 
2Annual.Fertilizer Consumption Reports, Statistical·Reporting Ser-
vice,.United States Department·of .Agriculture. 
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Most farmers know that the wise use of plant foods is a key man-
agement practice in getting more profitable yields per acre. Each 
farmer is trying to determine the amount of input that will maximize 
net returns to each enterprise. 
In addition to having all practices for the cropping enterprises 
at the maximum net return point, it is impo;tant to determine what 
combination of these enterprises would maximize net returns. The cor-
rect combination of enterprises should give the highest net farm re-
turn, limited only by the restrictions relevant to the enterprises. 
Use of Linear Programming 
Frequently the farm manager does not fully analyze the different 
alternatives that are available for his particular farming situation. 
But, linear programming makes it possible to consider numerous farm 
input-output alternatives simultaneously. If linear programming can 
be made commercially feasible, who would provide this service, One 
answer could be the suppliers of farm inputs. 
Numerous studies have shown that fertilizer dealers already pro-
vide guidance to farmers as to the kinds and amounts of fertilizer to 
use. 3 Furthermore, since fertilizer is one of the largest input ex-
penses of grain producers, fertilizer dealers might offer a linear 
programming service. Dealers could then better serve their farmer 
customers by employing the programming technique to estimate fartiliz-
er needs and provide an analysis of alternative farm activities. The 
3E. L. Ba1JJ11, -&lrl O. Heady, John ·T. Pesek, Clifford G, ·Haldret:h~ 
Fertilizer · Innovations and Resoux:.ce .Jll.l, Iowa State Uitiv.erSity ·:er.ass 
Ames; Iowa, 1957, . pp • . 125-240: •. 
2 
service could be designed ,to analyze the ~pecific _que$titms the fann 
manager has pertaining to his farm operation. 
Difficulties of obtaining answers to questions of optimum input 
uses and product combinations for individual farms are great. The 
reason rests on farmers' inability to equate marginal value products 
with the marginal cost of resources. According to Heady, the farmers' 
inability results from these considerations: (l) lack of knowledge 
of the relevant input-output relationships and cost structures; (2) 
the uncertainty of future pr~ces and yields; and (3) the existence of 
4 
severe capital l i mitations . 
According to Swanson, the success of the formal solution of any 
linear programming model in guiding farmers in making adjustments de-
pends on two evaluation processes: (1) the evaluation performed by the 
programmer when he selects the variables he believes to be relevant and 
fits them i nto a formal mathematical structure and (2) evaluation of 
the formal results by the farmer (and those who may help him) to adapt 
5 the results to bear on his specific problem . The more specific the 
situation that a program contains tQe less discussion and evaluation 
of t he optimum solutions is needed at the farm level . Of course, the 
latter assumes that the program considers enterprises relevant to the 
actual farm operation. 
Linear programming is capable of producing optimal answers by 
selecting the most profitable technical combination from alternatives 
considered. However, the production possibilities may be under_ or 
3 
4
"Earl O. Heady,, , Economics of Agricultural. Production~ Resource , .. . 
Use, PrenUce-Hal_l, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1952, p. 115. 
5 Earl L; Swanson, "Programming Optimal Farm Plans," Farm Siie and 
Output Research, Southern Cooperatives Series Bulletin No. 56, p, 57. 
over estimated due to errors in judgment or a poor bookkeeping system 
on the enterprises considered. Therefore, good budgets are in fact 
the heart of a good programming method . Much caution and diligence 
must be used in constructing particular budgets to fit the farmer's 
enterprises . 
Objectives 
4 
The objectives of this study are (1) to develop a farm programming 
technique that fertilizer dealers can use with their farmer customers, 
(2) to test the programming device on actual farm organizations with 
cooperating farmers and fertilizer dealers and (3) to involve the co-
operating dealers in an educational program to increase their knowledge 
of the economics involved in organizing a farm. 
The first objective will be met by developing a linear programming 
model that can represent the alternatives of a specific farm as closely 
as possible. Different government program choices and various levels 
and combinations of inputs and products will compose the alternatives 
associated with a specific farm. Different fertilizer rates associated 
with the respective yields comprises the alternatives derived from a 
single enterprise. Similarly, use of different ingredients for a feed 
ration can add several alternatives to feeding livestock , 
Ob jective two will be fulfilled through a cooperative program with 
farmers and fertilizer dealers in North Central Oklahoma . Together, 
the dealer and farmer can develop budgets for the enterprises that will 
be considered in the computer program. The various activities associ-
ated with each enterprise can then be determined . Application of the 
linear programming technique will determine the optimum farm organiza-
tion to maximize net returns to land, labor, management and othe~ fixed 
resources for the next crop year. Involvement of the dealer in the 
application of the tecqnique and in a workshop contribute to fulfilling 
the third objective, 
The third objective was designed to discover the type of problems 
the farm programming service could solve. Also, it was designed to 
present the economic and agronomic solutions the service coul~ not 
solve, 
Thesis Organization 
5 
Chapter II presents the theoretical concepts and the general form. 
of the models applied in.the thesis. Chapter III describes the dealer 
and farmer involvement, development of the linear programming procedure, 
the experimental results, and the actual farm situations involved, in the 
experiment. Chapter IV discusses and explains a linear programming mod-
el for minimum cost fertilizer blending. Chapter V summarizes th~,pre-
vious three chapters, draws conclusions and disc~sses tqe need for fur-
the.r study. 
Chapter II 
ALTERNATIVE ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 
Relevant economic theory and techniques for use in investigating 
a particular farm situation are briefly discussed in this chapter. 
Theory and techniques of special interest include guides for determin-
ing (1) the optimum combination of crop and livestock enterprises and 
(2) the optimum combination of inputs for a single enterprise. Each 
farm organization is dis.tinctly different from another. Differences are 
due to varying capabilities and restrictions with which a farm operator 
is confronted. Thus, general rules are needed to examine any specific 
problem a 
Marginal Analysis 
The optimum combination of inputs for each enterprise and the most 
profitable.combination of enterprises can be determined by the princi-
ples of production economics. The factor-product, factor~factor and 
product-product reiationships are all involveq when a farm manager con~ 
fronts the decis:l,ons to be made on his particular farm organization. 
The factor~product relationsqip employs the production function 
with relevant choice indicators such as prices of the factor and pro-
duct. The factor~product ,or input-output relationship is .used. to deter-. 
mine .the profit maximizing level of a variable resource used in the 
production of a product, The problem is one of intensity of production, 
The optimal intensity can be.found by adding the variable factor to the 
6 
7 
fixed factors of production to the point where the returns obtained from 
the extra product produced (marginal value product) is equal to the cost 
of an additional unit of the variable factor (marginal factor cost). This 
condition b written in Equation (1): 
(1) MPP • P f y 
MPPf is the marginal physical product of the variable resource fused in 
the production of product y, PY is the price of product y and Pf is the 
price of the variable resource f. This relationship is used as a guide 
each time a single, variable input, for example nitrogen, contributes to 
the total output of a specific crop. Fertilizer is added until:'.the-rel"'-· 
venue obtained from the extra product produced is equal to·the cost of one 
additional unit of fertilizer. 
Labor is added to the point where the revenue obtained from the extra 
product produced is equal to the cost of the additional unit of labor. 
When two or more factors of production are variable, the factors should 
be combined in that proportion which equates the marginal value product 
(MPP • P) per dollar's worth of one.factor used in the production of a 
a Y 
product to the marginal value product per dollar's·worth of the other fac-
tors used in the production of a product. The equilibrium condition is 
indicated in equation (2): 
(2) . MPPa •Py• MPPb ·Py• • • • 
pa Pb 
=·MPP •P •l+i<. 
n Y. 
p 
n 
MPP is the inarginal physical product of the variable resource a used 
a 
in.the production of product y, PY is the price of product y and P8 is 
the price of the variable resource a. MPPb is the marginal physical 
product of the second variable resource bused in the production of 
product y and Pb is the price of.the resource b. Finally, MPPn is the 
marginal physical product of the variable resource n used in the pro-
duction of product y, and-P is the price of the variable resource n 
n 
8 
used in the production of product y. With the ratios equal to one plus 
K, the variable resources will be used. in the correct amounts and in 
the,correct proportions'for profit maximization. K is the cost of .money 
expressed as the interest rate. A suit.able example of this relationship 
is usage of labor, capital and land in the production of wheat. All 
three resources shoulc,i be combined in that proportion which .makes the 
value marginal product (VMP) per dollars worth of one used in the pro-
duction of wheat equal to a dollars worth of all other inputs used in 
the production of wheato Of course, no input can be exhausted before 
the most profitable proportion is obtained if the above condition is 
to lloldo 
The farm manager.must make a decision as to what combination of 
enterprises to grow. The isorevenue line and the product transforma-
tion curve indicate graphic.ally bow, the de.cis'4on is made in: Figure 1. 
Wheat 
y 
w 
Transformation Curve 
Barley 
Figure 1, Profit Maximization of Wheat and Barley 
with Isorevenue Line and Product Trans-
fopnation Curve. 
If all the available resou;ces were used to produce wheat, Y 
w 
amount would be produced. If all available resources .were.used.to 
9 
produce barley, YB would be produced. The optimum combination is at Y 
wl 
for wheat and YB for barley. 
1 
Choice in the use of resources for alternative products.affects the 
net returns to the fixed resources •. The overall purpose is to achieve.a 
maximum return from given resources. When products are competitive, the 
optimum allocation of fixed resources.between enterprises·can be made·only 
if the choic~ criterion is known, For farm profi~·maximization, product. 
price ratios provide the choice indicator, Maximum.profits are·attain~d, 
with costs for resources.fixed in quantity, when the marginal rate of ~ro~ 
duct substitution is inversely equal to the product price ratio~ For pro-
ducts .Y1 and Y2, the condition of maximum profits is given in equation (3):. 
(3) dYl = P 
- Y2 dY2 p 
Y1 
Where dY1/dY2 refers to the .marginal.rate of substitution of Y2 for Y1, 
P and P refer to the prices of Y1 and Y2, respectively~ When the Y1 Y2 
substitutton and price ratios have been equated the resources are allo-
cated to maximize profits and the marginal value product of a unit of 
resource allocated to Y1 is equal to the marginal value product of a 
unit of resource allocated to Y2~ 
The marginal analysis concepts.are used by the.linear progrannning 
model developed in the.next section. 
Linear Programming Models 
The marginal analysis procedure outlined in the,prec~ding section_ 
assumed that t~e existing transformation relationships were continuous 
aI,ld nonlinear. However, the .. discrete nature of the data available for 
this study was linear: and discontinuous; Linear progrannning is an oper~ 
ational technique to analyze problems involving linear relationships. 
10 
Linear programming may be used to allocate scarce farm resources 
to the most profitable. and/or bast cost. use. There are many types of 
problems to which linear prog];'amming can be adapted. The application 
of linear programming to a specific problem requires that the prqblem 
possess three. quantitative components: , • .(1) an pbjective, (2). various al-
ternatives for attaining the objective, and (3) one.or more resource. 
1 
rest:rictions •. 
Four special postulates of linear programming are required to make 
2 the model operationaL Linearity is the first assumption. It refers 
to the constant production relationships and constant prices receiv.ed 
and paid, The constant ratios between two resources and between each 
resource and the product are illustrated in Figure 2. Each straight 
line from the origin indicates an activity representing the constant 
ratio between corn silage and barley. 
:aarley 
(bushe~s). Isoproduct J::urve 
(800 head of steers) 
of.steers) 
, Corn Silage (Tot1.s) 
Figure 2a: Four Different Activities in Feeding Steers Barley 
and Corn Silage--An Illustration of the Linearity · 
Assumption,of·Linear Programming · · 
1Earl_ Q. Heady,· Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
.:!:!§..!, Prent:;.ce-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jer~ey, 1952, p. 47. · 
2Earl La Swanson., "Programming and Optimal Farm Plans," Farm Size 
and Output Research, Southern Cooperatives Bulletin No, 56, p.~~~ 
11 
Divisibility of activity levels and resource requirements is the 
second assumption. Fractional. activity levels in solutions are· re>unded .. 
to complete units. Then the fractional a~t:lvities can be rounded, if 
desirab1e. The third assumption is that aceivities in the optimal so-
lution be additive. The general nature of this assumption is that two 
or more activities can be used simultaneously, subject to the fixed fac-
tors available to the farming operation. Then, the.quantiti(ils of the 
outputs and inputs will be arithmetic sums of the quantities which would 
:result if. the activities were used separately.- The fourth and last 
assumption, finiteness, means relatively few activities are selected as 
possible alternatives for this probl(;lm or any real world problem. 
In this study, linear programming was.used to determine the high-
est ne~ return from the farm organization and t~e least cost blending 
mater:i,als for fertilizer. The principal difference between the maxi-
imizing and minimizing model is tll,e form of the .objective function •. 
The·objectiye function of the pr<;>fit maximizing model is of the 
general form 
(4) 
where Z ·represents profit, the C,'s are costs per unit of input or net 
J 
returns per u~it of output, the Xj's are th~ activities or enterprises, 
and n is the number of activities considered. The object~ve function 
i~ maxi~ized subject to a.set of restrictions expressed as follows: 
(5) 
i. 
(6) 
m 
j~l Aij Xj ..':. bi 
X, > 0 
J ~ 
In equation 5, A,, is the quantity of the ith resource required in the 
l.J 
th production of one unit of the j product (Xj). The b. 's are the re-
l. 
source restrictions with m being the number of restrictions. Equation 
6 stip,ulates that no product can be produced at a negative level. 
12 
A diagramatic example of tbe production possibilities in a profit 
maximizing model is illustrated in _Figures 3 and 4. The isoresource 
lines in Figure 3 representing land, labor, and capital indicate the 
possible combinations of wheat and barley whi.ch can be produced. The· 
capit.al line indicates the possible combinations of wheat and barley 
which can be produced with a given quantity of capital. The amount of . 
capital and land prevents labor from being completely utilized. The 
amount ._of land prevents capital from being completely. utili:zed. above b, 
and the limited amount of capital prevents land from being completely 
utilized below b. Thus; the relevant production possibility curve be-,, 
comes abc as shown in Figures 3 and .4. Also, the enterprise combina-
tions. yielding the highest· net return to fixed res_ources is at b in 
Figure 4. The combination is quite stable because the price-ratio can 
vary over a wide range before.crop combination b becomes less profit~ 
able than either a or c. 
The·objective function for the cost minimization model .is as 
follows:· .. 
n 
(7) v ... I:' C'j XO j=l J 
where V represents variable costs, .the quantity C'j is the cost required 
~ ~ per un~t of .the j product and Xj is the quantity of the j product 
pr.oduc;:ed. The objective is to minimize the variable cost (V in equation 
I 
7) associated with producing some specified output~ The reniaining re-
st:rictions. are· similar to the maximization model. 
' . . . ' . . 
·. A hypothetical exainple of the cost minimizing combination of re-
sources fQr producing a specified level of output is _illustrated in 
Figure 5. The isoproduct curve is made up of linear segments (abc) be-
cause of ,the constant ratios between two basic grades of,fertilizer and 
( 
13 
the product level. The objective is to select a point such as b, which 
represents the least cost method .. of producing the desired analysis. 
Bushels 
of Wheat 
I Bushels of narler 
Figure 3 o Production Possibilities· as Defined by the . Limiting . 
Bushels 
of Wheat. 
' 
Resources in a Linear Programming Model· 
' ', ~Isorevet).ue Line 
'( 
,· 
' ' ~ 
b 
..... 
..... 
' 
', '/Production 
' . 
'-
' ,. 
' 
possibility curve 
Bushels of Barley 
Figure 4o Relevaµt Preduction Possibility Curve in.a Profit 
:i . ' : ' ' 
Maxi*i~ing Linear Prograniming Model 
.··:. .. 
Fertilizer I 
Fertilizer II 
Figure So Isoquant and Isocost Lines Used in Obtaining the 
Optimum Solution with Minimum Cost Model 
The cost minimizing combination of resources at point bis rel-
atively stable a The, priCE?f ratio ha$ a wide range in which to vary be-
fore another combination of resources, such as point c, represents the 
least co.st .method of production. 
A linear programming model can evaluate a large number of produc-
tion possibilitieso In comparison to marginal analysis, linear pro-
gramming is much more suitable for solving decision problems that do 
3 
not possess such properties as continuity and concavity. 
Programmed budgeting is another tecnnique which cquld be· used as .. 
an approach to determining an optimum solution. 
3Thomas H. Naylor ,. "The Theory of the Firm: A Comparison of 
Marginal Analysis and Linear Programming," The Southern Economic Jour-
nal, Vol. XXXII, No. 3, Jan. 1966, po 267. 
14 
15 
Programmed.Budgeting 
The programmed budget:i,ng technique.used in fa+m planning is.a use~ 
ful tool. in determining the .exact combination of alternatives that will 
provide the greatest.return to.fixed resqurces. Budgeting is a trial 
and error'process through which the planner hopes to discover an optimum 
allocation .of resources. 4 In f~ct, .linear programming is a mathematical. 
method of .budgeting. Both procedures depe~d upon line,r .• relationfi!hip~ 
and are basically the same.· The only differences are the number of .al-
ternat;ives that can, be consid~.red and the calculations involved. In. 
some cases programmed budgeting techniques may be more.economical than 
linear ,pro~ramming. These. cases wo1,1ld be when few cropping enterprises .. 
are available~ 
The·programmed budgeting procedure utilizes four tables and an 
eight.step.computational procedu-;-e to arrive at .the optimum combinatio'Q. 
of enterprises. The first.table summarizes the resources avail~ble and 
the resour~e require~ents for the.enterprises considered. The second 
table.shows the net returns per unit of resource used by eacb enterpr:i,se. 
In other words, the seGond.table indicates the relative efficiency with 
which each enterprise uses each limi,ted resource. The·third and.fourth 
tables are wqrk tables. They are used in. combinat.ion with the eight-
step cqmputational procedure to d~termine the optim~m combin~tion of 
enterprises·and/or the imput .combination tl).at yields the.highest net 
return~ 
The'.problem of selecting an optimum input.combination relates to. 
the farm manager's .inability to equate marginal value produ~t wi~h the 
4nonald C. Huffl\l,an, Programmed Budgeting--A !.Qtl i2!, Complete .ill!!!. 
Planning, AEA Information Series .. No. 2, 1965~ p. 2. 
. . . . . 
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marginal resource cost referred to in Chapter I. Programmed budgeting 
c~n be.used as a tool to determine the optimum input combination tp.at 
will yield the high~st net return. In order to have varied input com~ 
bimltions the farmer must have sufficient knowledge of_ the input-outp1,1t 
results conducted on his farm or at least under similar conditions with-, 
in hiS! locality. In this.experi:ment, it was·found that raw data for 
the factor-product type;model was not available, especially in the area 
of .varied f~rtilizer rates with associated yields. 
Marginal analysis, li.near programming and programmed budgeting have 
particular uses in dete:rmining the optimum organization. The programmed 
budgeting procedure is suited best for field work and when.few alterna-
tives are being analyzed. A more detailed explanation is given.in 
Huffman's article. 
The appendix section describes possible theoretical fertilizer 
recommendation procedures that .can be used by the dealer and farme~. 
The outlined procedu;es certainly are an addition to satisfying the 
third objective .of this study. This objective is to increase the know-
ledge ·of .each .fertilizer dea_ler pertaining to- the; farm enterprises. The 
recommendation procedures can supplement.the l:i:.near programming solutions, 
Chapter III 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING AS A DEALER SE~VICE 
TO FARMERS--AN EXPERIMENT 
Major steps in the experiment were (1) arranging for involvement of 
· dealers and farmers, (2) collection of input-output data· for individu~l 
farms (3) development of the linear programming model and (4) evaluation 
of the results. Each is described, in turn, in this c~apter. 
Dealer-Farmerinvolvement--The Experiment 
The experiment was initiated by selecting three fertilizer dealers 
in North Central Oklahoma who had participated in a fertilizer dealers 
workshop. The dealers were chosen beca~se of their keen interest in the. 
computerized service, The dealers, in turn, selected farmer customers-
to participate·in the computerized programming experiment. 'l'wo·of the 
dealers worked with two farmers .and one wor~ed with three farmers. 
In anticipation of the dealer and farmer experiment, the fertilizer 
dealers conference pres~nted an opportunity for the dealers to learn the 
uses of the computer in solving dealer and farmer.problems. The·confer-
e~ce was designed to expose possible solutions to the economics. and phys- · 
ical decision making problems of dealers and their farm customers. Ta-
ble I is a list of .the sessions presented at the workshopo The confer-
ence was staffed by.Oklahoma State University agricultural economists 
and agronomists, Comments from the dealers helped in designing the ex-
perimertt with specific dealers and farmers in this studyo 
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. TABLE I 
OKLAHOMA FERTILIZE~ DEALERS AND BLE1'll)ERS CONFERENCE 
March 13-14, 1968 
Sect:i,on Session 
The E;conomic-PhysicaL Climate for Decision Making--William L ~ 
Brant.· 
A. Data for Decision Making 
1. Crop Response to Fertilizer--Bo B. Tucke'J:' 
2. Estimating Area Fertili~er.Demand--Leroy Co Quance 
3~ Using Response Data in a Decision Making Model--Vetnon R. 
Eidman 
Profi~able Fertilizer Use 
B. Budgeting Alternatives 
lo EnteJ;'prise Budgets--Odell L. Walke.r 
2. Methods of Application--Vernon R. Eidman 
3o Timing of Application--:-Will:l;am L. Brant 
C. The Whole.Farm Profit Picture 
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L Deve!Gping the·. Simplified Programming Mat'J:'ix--Odell ·L. Walker 
2. Pl:'ogrammed Analys:l;s--Gary M. Mennem. 
3. Computerizec;l Computations--Gary M. Me~nem. 
D. Least Cost Blending--Ted R. Nelson 
E. Profitable Fertilizer Sales 
ls Fertilizer Pricing Alternatives--Larry Roberts 
2~ Machinery Reqtal and Custom Service .Analysis-,,-William L. 
Bran~ 
F. Planning Under Imperfect Knowledge 
1~ Optimum Fertilizer Use Under Different Economic an4 Froduc-. 
tion Conditions--Gary M •. Mennem 
2. Planning Strategies ,for Variable Weather Conditions-:-..,.Ted R. 
Nelson · · 
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The Crop Response to Fertilizer session of the workshop outlined 
results of some of the latest field trials conducted to the.various re-
search stations over the state. In a following session, the response 
data were. used to develop a decisioiLmodel the dealets could use to. 
take results from field trials and help farmers determine profitable 
fertilizer rates. Other sessions had discussions on methods and timing 
of applications and planning strategies for variable weather conditions. 
An example was presented to the dealers on farm planning of the 
various crops and different fertilizer rates associated with these crops. 
A representative farm from North Central Oklahoma was use4 for the ex-
ample. Many specific questions arose.pertaining ~o this farm. Some of 
the questions could not be fully answered because the faI'I!l was not speci-
fically suited to interests of all participants. Therefqre, it was de-. 
termined that a farm must contain the specific conditions, alternatives 
and resources confronted by the farmer in order to answer the 1;1pecifiG 
que1;1tions pertaining to a particular farm organization. 
Some of the workshop sessions were designed to assist dealers in 
solving problems internal to their business. One topic.presented a meth-
od for the dealer to use in estimating his area demand for fertilizer. 
The information to estimate the demand could be complied from fertilizer 
consumption reports published for the state and county. Another topic 
for dealers was.a machinery rental and custom service analysis, An ap-
proach to det;:ermining break-even usage.of the various.machines such as 
fertilizer spreaders and other equipment also was presented. 
The remaining topics were designed to explain problems which the 
computer co~ld solve for the dealer .and his farm customer. The comput"'."'. 
erized least .cost,blending topic was.of major interest to the.dealers. 
E~ch had an opportunity to submit.a problem that was returned the second. 
~o 
day·of,the cc;,nference. The least ce>st blend;f.:ng application will be dis-
cussed further in Chapter IV. 
It _was d1:tcided tha~ from the questions and coDl.me:nts .made by the. 
dealers, at the workshop that; a representative fai,n .· could not. answer spec-
ific organizational and.environment questions of a.fann~r or dealer. The· 
farm ·programming experiment was then conq.ucted with seven specific farms .i 
These farmers ·were chosen.by three of the dealers t~at had attended the 
~le~ders conference and expressed a.great interest. in the·fa~m progr~i~g 
· serv:l.ce~ The· dealers tbought that they could determine b_etter fertiliaer 
recollllllendatio~ rates with ·the computer service for each farmer~ The farm-
er and· dealer could then determine tl)e ·beijt fertilizer program. ·• The d,a1- . 
ers, by offering the computerized progra~ing service, .could increase l\is, 
fertilizer sales volume by gaining customers or selling more fertiliaer 
to his present·customers~ But in order to sell,more.fertilizet to his 
present customers, the f,?-rmer wou:).d have•to be more confident of increas-
iI).g his per .. acre. retu1."ns ~ 
After selfi!ction of, _the dealers anc;l farmers, it was ·necessary to de ... 
velop a good understa,nding of .the purpose·of linear progra'lllllling and.the 
information the dealer and farmer.woul4 contribute. It wali!.not.deemed 
• 
necessary that the farmer.and tQe dealer .understand the actual mechanics. 
of·deyeloping .a linear programmi~g matrix, but,just,be ·able to assemble 
the needed information~ That is, availability of the service was assumed; 
for example, through a pr;f.vate business or a,university. _It is important,. 
that,each.undel;'stand·tb~ infqrmation req\lired t9 develop the.U.ne•r p:q-
gramming service. 
There is no limit.to the size of farm nu111ber c;,f •ctiv:l,tiee or types. 
of a~tivities.that;can be conEiJidered fqr the programming .service. I~-
portant; diff~ren~es e~ist~d am~ng the seven fl(l.tm organizat~c;>ns ._in toe. 
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experiment. Table II gives the resources which each fann possessed. 
These rese>urce inventories, were develb:p_eci: in consultation wi,th. each 
cooperating fanner and his fertilizer dealer. Divez:sion requirements 
for each crop were omitted from Table II because the.fanner has the. 
alternative to participate or not participate in each goverpment pro-
gram. The diversion alternatives were allowed in the computer program. 
Obtaining Data for Linear Programming 
The overall guide for gathering data is provided by key parts of 
a linear programming problem •. Data are·needed to develop the.object~ve 
function, specify the alternatives and define the restrictions which 
limit the alternatives. These th.ree components of a linear program were 
dis.cussed in Chapter .IL The primary reason the experiment was limited 
to seven fann organizations was to allow time for emphasis on detailed 
analysis of results and specific alternatives to individual problems as-.· 
sociated with providing a linear programming service. 
Tl)e collection of pertinent input~output data to build the linear 
programming matrix is the initial step to achieving good results. In a 
linear programming service such as ,is proposed, data gathering must be 
dori.e as efficiently and simply as possible. But in striving for effi-
ciency and simplicity, .the input data must represent the .conditions of• 
the programmed fanns as closely as possible. One point which cannot be 
over emphasized, is that the optimum solutions are no better than the.in-
put data used in the linear program. 
An opportune time to collect resource infonnation.might be when soil 
samples are being taken from the fields; although a less busy time could 
be chosen~ Most,dealers furnish the soil testing service at the present 
time, As ·a basis for fertilizer recommendations, the simultaneous acts 
TABLE II 
RESOURCES OF THE SEVEN FARM ORGANIZATIONS· 
INVOLVED IN THE PROGRAMMING EXPERIMENT 
Resources Unit, Farm.I Farm II" Farm III Farm·IV 
Cropland Acres 92000. 79L9 53800 33000 
Wheat Allotment .. Acres 244.3 40209 3350 6. 18402 
Barley Allo.tmet).t · Acres 120.0 · 92o0 71.0 38o0 · 
Feed Grain Allotment, Acres 10600 36o0 0.0 o.o 
Oats Allotment Acres , o.o OoO OoO OoO · 
Rye Allotment Acres OoO 60.2 0.0 Oo·O · 
Labqr · Hours· 1000000 Unlimited · 2000.0 2500.0 
Operating Capital Dollars Unlimited Unlimit~d 5000000 7500000 
Native Pasture AU OoO 470.5· OoO 400~0 · 
L 
Feedlot ,Capacity , AU 80000 OoO Q.O Q.o. 
Farm V: Farm VI 
---· 
15308 56202 
69~4 276.8 
74o0 148~0 
OoO OoO 
0.0 o.o 
o.o OoO 
300.0 200000 
5000·~:Jl ,'60oe:oo 
o':p 3l6oE) 
o.o OoO 
Farm VII 
777 ol 
30204 
198. 0 · 
0.0 
20.0 
0.0 
3000.0 
Unlimited 
391.0 
OoO · 
I',) 
N 
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of gathering soil samples and computer program invformation will likely 
minimize the time required per farm customers to obtain all the infor-
mation needed, 
The farmer must determine what enterprises will be considered for 
1 the computer pr9gram and a budget for each type.of enterprise must be 
constructed, Existing budgets for North Central Oklahoma were.used as a 
2 pattern for the farmer's personal budgets. Using these budgets as a 
pattern consumes much less time than trying to develop the whole budget 
in which some.repetition is certain to occ1,1r. Only variable costs were. 
used.in developiµent of the bu4gets because the goal is to assist the farm-
er to make decisions for next year or shorter run. In solving for the 
optimum solutions for the next crop year, costs for fixed inputs can be 
assumed constant between alternative plans, Costs treated as fixed in-
elude those associated with land, machinery ownership and buildings, 
Cropping lnterprises 
Cooperating farmers selected wheat, barley, grain sorghum, corn 
silage, rye, oats, sudan, and alfalfa as possible alternatives. After 
each farmer had selected the crops to be considered in the computer pro-
gram, existing budgets were reviewed with each farmer to determine pro-
duction practices and variable production cost per acre of each.· crop. 
The fertilizer cost was not included because the·model was constructed 
to allow alternative fertilizer rates for crop alternatives and compute 
1The term "comp:u.t.e.rized. I?rog)::am" will refer to the linear program 
solved by the computer, 
2 Larry J; Conner, Hollis D. -Hall, Odell WalKer, and Jim Tomlinson, 
Alternative CroR Enterprises on Clay and Loam Soils of North Central 
Oklahoma 9 Processed Series P-550, Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment · 
Station, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, October 1966. 
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total fertilizer use. A separate crop activity was constructed for 
fertilizer yield combinations for which farmers and dealers provided 
information. 
The yields which were predicted by the farmer.were,detet;mined 
either by the farmers past fertilizer record or by using information 
in which the farmer held.a high degree of confidence. This informa-
tion was usually from neighboring farmers, county exten~ion agents, 
fertilizer dealers or county fert:\.lity trails, Often experimental fer-
tilizer rates and yields could not be used by the cooperating farmer 
to classify the soils on hiij farm and interpolate fertilizer input--
crop yield information. The soil grouping was done in such a manner 
as to represent the farmer's .classifications rather than the county 
soil conservation classifications. As an example, Table III gives the 
soil classifications chosen for farm IV. The county soil conservation 
classifications were used on.one farm. 
TABLE III 
FARMER CHOSEN SOIL CLASSIFICATIONS 
FOR FARM IV 
Total Cropland 330 Acres 
Upland Type 1 235 Acres 
Upland Type.2 75 Acres 
Bottomland 20·Acres 
Farm IV is used in the·. following examples to illustrate the number 
of crop alternatives which can be deyeloped from the three soil types 
and three fertilizer rate--yield relationships accepted by the farmer, 
Farm IV was the only farm in this experiment that had three fertilizer 
rates associated with the known yields for wheat production. Table IV 
indicates the predicted yields associated with farm IV. 
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TABLE IV 
PREDICTED YIELDS FOR FARM IV 
Crop. Soil,Type, N-P-Kl. ~ Amount 
Wheat Upland Ill (45-46-0) Bu. /A. 28 
(50-46-0) Bu. /A 31 
(55-46-'"0) Bu. /.f,,. 33 
Upland 1}2 (45-46-0) Bu. /A· 27 
(50-46-0) Bu. /A 30 
(55-46-0) Bu./A 32 
Bottotnland (45-46-0) Bu. /A 30 
(50-46--0) Bu. /A· 33 
(55-46-0) Bu. /A 35 
1The·fertilizer is given in actual pounds.of 
nutrient applied per.acre. Yields were determined 
from farmer experience with. fertilizer use, 
With 1:he price of wheat at $1. 20 per bushel and nitrogen at $.08 
per pound, wheat on Upland Ill soil will have the highest net return. when 
55 pounds of nitrogen is applied. But if the.farmer wants to maximize 
profit per .acre of wheat land, he should apply fertiliz.er until the cost 
of one additional pound of fertilizer is equal to the. value of the in-
crease in yieldo The problem of determining the most profitable,ferti-
lizer rate faces.every farmer. This is a question that the computer 
program cannot solve unleE:1s the rate and yield information is·known. 
Therefore the.farmer must rely on.other sources of information such as 
the fertilizer dealero 
·Figure 6 shows,three known fertilizer rates wit4 the associated 
yieldo A product~on function can be.projecte4 according to.agronomists' 
best judgments ·to estimate.tQe most profitable fertilizer rate. 
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~ Projected Production Function to Determine Maximum 
Profit Point,3 . 
N/PK 
The most profitable amount of nitrogen to apply is shown graphi-
cally by Figure 1 and theoretically determined by the following: 
(1) 
(2) 
Pn is the price of nitrogen and Pw is the price of wheat. MPP is the 
n 
marginal physical product of nitrogen used in the production of wheat. 
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3 Wheat was valued at $1. 20 per bushel and nitrogen was valued at $ .08 
per pound to determine the most profitable point. The domestic marketing 
certificates were not added to the price of wheat because of the uncer-
tainty of future certificates. But if certificates were for the future, 
there would be a great advantage to increasing yields greater than maxi-
mizing profit in a given year. Once a yield greater than the county av-
erage has been proven for three consecutive years, the certificate value 
per acre will increase. Presently, farm IV is using the county wheat av-
ex-age of 28 bushels per acre. If the farm could prove a yield of 36 bush-
els per acre, as determined by the projected function, an addition~! $4.74 
per acre of wheat allotment could be gained. 
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~is ·approach is the same as indicated in.the marginal analysis section 
in. Chap_~~r II. 
·,Gove'rnnient Program Alternatives 
One of the most important problems facing the farmer is dete:pnining 
what.degree of.government program participation would maximize net re-
turns. If a farmer participates .in the wheat program for example, the 
allotment and diverted acre restrictions must be observed to receive 
domestic marketing certificates. 
In order to determine the alternative that will maximize net .. returns, 
six alternative right hand sides were developed in the computer pro~ram-
ming S!:lrvice. Each right hand side (RHS) pe;tains to a differen.t govern..,. 
ment prQgram alternative. Table V explains. the .six altern~tive right 
hand sides for farm II. Farm II is used as an. example because it has 
allottllents for wheat, feed grain and barley. These three allotments are. 
needed in order to explain all six alternatives, Farm IV did not have 
a fe~d grain base, t~erefore all.of the government,program alternatives 
co~ld not be analyzed to proviQe a complete ~ample of this aspect of. 
the analysis, 
RHSl is the alternative to not participate,in any government program. 
Total cropland is'the first to restrict the planting of the most.profit-
. . . . , 
able crop •. The allot~ents are.set at a high value, 9999 acte~, so that 
they-do.not restric; choice. 
RHS2allows the farmer to participate in the wheat prqgram only. 
The wheat allotment for farm II_is 402,9 acres~ But the farmer must al-
so divert.15% of the 1969-farm wheat allotment to conserving uses. This 
s~ts a restriction on the minimum diversion amount. The diverted acre~ 
age·must be greater than or equal to 60,4 acres. A farmer can.also plant 
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TABLE V 
RIGHT·HAND·SIDE ALTERNATIVES FOR FARM II 
RHSl RHS2 RHS3 RHS4 RHS5 RHS6 
.Cropland (COPLD) 791.9 791.9 791.9 791.9 791.9 791.9 
#1 Upland (UPLDl) 201. 7 201. 7 201. 7 201.7 201. 7 201. 7 
#2 Upland (UPLD2) 290.0 290.0 290.0 290.0 290.0 290,0 
#3 Upland (UPLD3) 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 89.0 
#1 Bottomland (BOTMl) 86.6 86.6 86.6 86.6 86.6 86.6 
#2 Bottomland (BOTM2) 40.0 40.0 40.0 40,0 40.0 40,0 
#3 Bottomland (BOTM3) 84.6 84.6 84.6 84,6 84,6 84,6 
Barley Allotment (BALLT) 9999 9999 92.0 92.0 92.6 92,6 
Wheat Allotment (WTALT) 9999 402,9 402.9 402,9 402.9 402.9 
Sorghum-Allotment (SOALT) 9999 9999 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 
Rye Allot!JJ.ent (ORALT) 9999 9999 60.2 60.2 60.2 60.2 
Barley Minimum Diversion (MDB) 13.8 
Sorghum Mtnimum Diversion (MDS) 7.2 7,2 7,2 7.2 
Rye Mtnimum Diversion (MDR) 9.0 
Maximum Sorghum Diversion (DAS) 18.0 18.0 18.0 
Wheat Minimum Diversi.on (MDW) 60,4 60.4 60.4 60.4 60.4 
Wheat Maximum Diversion (DAW) 201.4 201.4 201.4 
Fallow (FAL) 
;· Sorghum for Wheat (SFWL) 
--
201.4 ! Wheat for Sorghum (WFSL) 26.8 26.8 
Wheat for Barley (WFBL) 78.2 
Wheat for Rye (WFRL) 
Sorghum Certificate Limit (SPL) 36.0 36.0 36.0 36.0 
Wheat Certificate Limit (WCL) 402.9 402.9 402,9 402.9 402.9 
Wheat Production (WTPRD) 
Barley Production (BAPRD) --
Sorghum Production (SOPRD) 
Rye Production (RYPRD) 
Alfalfa Production (ALPRD) 
Nitrogen (NITRO) 
Phosphorus (PHOSP) 
Potassium (POTAS) 
Operating Capital (CAPIT) 
Annual Labor (LABOR) 
January - April Labor (LABJA) 
May - July Labor (LABMJ) 
August - September Labor (LABAS) 
October - December Labor (LABOD) 
Native Pasture (PASTR) 470.5 470.5 470.5 470,5 470.5 470.5 
Wheat Pasture (WHTPT) 
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less'than the full allotment; e~rn diversion payments and qualify for 
the domestic,marketing certificateso The latter alternatives can be. 
accomplished by diverting a maximum of 50% of the all9tment, represented 
by.20la4 acres in the maximum diversion restriction, and meeting other 
program requirements~ The maximum of certificates is represented by 
402.9 as the wheat certificate limit. 
RHS3 allows participation in the.wheat and feed_grain programs 
with no substit~tion of allotments between programs~ The wheat program 
restrictions are the same as RHS2. The barley allotment, 92 acres, the 
feed gr~in allotment, 36 acres, and the rye allotment, 60.2 acres, are 
added to t;he computer program.· The feed grain program requires a 20% 
diversion of. the allotment to qualify for the domestic marketing cet ..tifi-
cates a The minimum diversion amount is 7.2 .acre$o A diversion payment 
may also be.earned by diverting 50% .of the allotment, a.maximum of 18 
acres.. Also, the maximum, feed. grain certificate$ that can be earned b 
36, the·, same as the allotment. 
RHS4 allows participation in the wheat.and feed grain programs with 
the additional option to substitute 80% of the feed grain allotment to 
gain additional wheat .. acreage •. This. right hand side is very similar to . 
RHS3 except no diversion payment may be earned and the 80% substitution 
of wheat .. for so.rghum limit, 26. 8 acres must be observed a 
RHS5 ref+ect$ th~.poss~bility of gaining additional,wh$at acreage· 
from giving up 85% of the barley allotment and,80% of the feed.graill 
allatmeQ.t throug~ the subs;itution provisions·of the wheat and feed grain. 
programs. In addi~ion,:the 15% and 20% acreage allo~ent.from barley and 
feed grain; respectively, must,be devoted to c«;mserving use1;10 Rye allot-
ment can be planted to wheat if 15% is diverted to conserving useso 
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RHS6 allows the partic~pation in the wheat and.feiad grain programs 
with the,option·to substitute additional.feed grain acreage.for the·wheat 
allotment, This alternative is only used when grain sorghum production 
is more profitable than wheat production. 
Livestock Enterprises 
Often th.e farm operation incluc;ies more than just cropping enter-
priseso Livestock enterprises can be included in the computer program. 
It was.founc;i in this experiment that grain and wheat pasture were use4 
for livestock without. analyzing whet.her it was more profitable to sell 
the;c~op -or fe~d it.and sell the animal. 
The·simplest .method of inserting livestock enterprises into the. 
linear program is to determine the net return excluding all farm grown 
or producec;i inputs. 
Pasture prodm;:tion is .measured .in te~s of animal unit months. of graz-
ing (AUM)o One AUM is the ~ount of grazing required by one animal unit 
for one month. An animal unit-:is defined as l mature cow and ·calf. G-rC1W-
ing catt~e are converted to animal,units on the basis of weight as follow~ 
Average weight of animal 
AU = 1000 lbs. 
The AUM's of grazing produced per acre is an estimate of the number 
of animal.units that can.be grazed for one month, .or alternatively, the 
num.ber of months one. animal unit could be grazed on cme \acre. For ex-
ample~ assum.e th.at ten acres of range will carry one· cow and calf for 
twelve months. The AUM's per acre can be determined by: 
12 (m~~t~:~r:s~(AU) = 1.2 AUM per acre 
One AUM-of grazing is considered to be roughly equivalent to 450 pounds 
of total.digestible nutrients or 15 pounds of total digestible nu'l=,rients 
per day.· 
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Table V contains one restriction for the livestock eI).terprises that 
does not pertain.to the cropping enterpr:f,.ses. This restriction is ·the 
animal u~it months of grazing available from the native pasture. Table 
XIII is the completed linear progrannning matrix for farm II. The net re-
turns of each livestock alternative are in the cost.row. The cost does 
not include the.farm. produced. inputs o The cost was excludec;l. in order·. to 
deiermine whether the grain should be sold or.fed to the animal and in 
turn sell the animal. 
Capital and labor .restrictions. usually are· used in. the linear pro"':' 
gram~ The farmer of farm II stated that labor was ava:J_lable and he could 
hire .all tqe labor he. nee~ed •. The farme,: also states t~at he could bor-
row all the capital he needed for his farming operation. 
Reporting Optimum Solutions 
Once the computer program has been developed and solved, solutions 
must be repo,:te4 to the farmer. in a meaningful and. concise manner. Iha re-::: 
port use4. in th.is study is divided into three parts; part .II an4 part III . 
are repeated fo.r every government program alternat:J_ve given. in Table III. 
Part I of the report consists of (l) resources available, (2) pro-
jected y:f,.elds and (~) the institutic;mal. allotments involved in. partici-
pating in.the various government.programs. Table VI is an example of 
the. output of . part. I for farm II. 
Part II is a sununary of the.optimum farm plan,preseI).ted in Tables. 
VII through XII~ It.includes the ainount of each enterprise needed to 
maximize 1+et.returns to the.fixed resources. The required capital and 
labor are.also included. 
Part IIi is the financial summary and is presented in Tables VII 
through XI~ •. This part gives a.detailed listing of the.sales and.ex-
penses of the farm operatj,.on. The price ranges of .the crops.sold.are a 
Part I 
TABLE VI 
RESOURCES, YIELDS AND ALLOTMENTS FOR FARM II 
Resource Available 
Total Land 
Ill Upland 
112 Upland 
#.3 Upl4neil 
tl:l :!3~tfoni1Jd4 
1/2.Botfoml,4#d 
#3 Bot~iorlil~nd 
Natjve Pastµ~e-- · 
i \ . . . 
Pr¢jepted Jields 
. . i 
Whe~t #1 Upland (38-22-8) 
Whee,t #2,Uplcind (38-22-8) 
whei:lt /13 Upland (38-22-8) 
Wheat #1 Bottomland (38-22-8) 
,: ' 
wheat 112 Bottoml.and (38-22-8) 
Wheat #31Bottoml.and (38~22-8) 
Bar~ey iii Upland 
Barl~y 1/3.Upiand· 
Rye:tf3 Bottdriiland 
Sor;h~ #3 Upland 
Sorghum 113 .eottomland 
Alfalfa ·113 :&ottoml:and· , -
' 
Institutional Restrictions 
Whea~ Allotment 
, r '· I Barley Allottb.ent 
'. 
Fee4 Grain.Ailotment 
i : 
Oats anq-Rye 4llotment 
Unit 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre· 
Acre· 
A~ 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu./A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Bu. /A 
Ton/A 
Acre 
Acre, 
Acre. 
Acre, 
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· Amount 
791.9 
20L7 
290.0 
89.0 
86.6. 
40.0 
84. 6. 
470.5 
26 
24 
21 
24 
22 
20 
24 
22 
30 
34 
36 
6 
402.9 
92~0 -
36.0 
60.2 
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TABLE VII 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN AND FINANCIAL ,SUMMARY 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE I ON FARM II 
Part II Summary of the Optimum Farm Plan 
Altetnative 1. Non-participation in Government Programs 
Crops 
Wheat.#1 Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat #2 .Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat #l·Upland (38-22-8) 
Wheat 112 Upland (38-22-:'.'8) 
Alfalfa #3.BottQmland 
Livestock 
Cow-:-Calf 
Stocker-Feeder Steers 
Required Labor 
Unit 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
Acre 
AU. 
AU 
llour 
Amount 
86.6 
40,0 
201. 7 
290,0 
84.6 
46.0 
144.0 · 
1987.0 
Required Capital AdjustEad to Annual Basis 
Net Return to Land,· Labor, Management and 
DolJ,.ar 16,378,04 
other fixed Resources 
i . I. . . . . 
Part;:. III Financial Summary . 
Crop Sales 
Wheat 
Alfalfa 
Gover·nment Payments 
·, 
Diversion 
Certific,a tes 
Total 
Opera.tin& ;tpenses 
F~rUl.:Lz~r .~p!=nses · 
Nit;rog~ 
. )?ho~p):i$te 
:i>Qta1:1h 
Total Exi,ense 
Net Return ~o 1Jnd 
Labor~ Manage-:- . · 
ment a.nil other 
fixed i1asources 
$17;349.79· 
14,217.90 · 
0 
o. 
. ' 
ll,,:5~1.'.69 
2_,)~8~_86 
1., ?79. 63. 
l,0~8.21 
197 •. 86 
5,564.56 
$26,003.13 
Unit 
Bu. $ 
Ton 
Dollar 26,003.13 
Lower 
Limit 
.67 
14,42 
Price Ranse 
-Prle~ Upper 
Used Limit 
$ 1.20 $ 1.87 · 
30.00 I1'finite 
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TABLE·VIII 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN AND FINANCIAL SUMMARy 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE II ON FARM II 
Part II Summary of the Optimum. Farm Plan 
Alternative 2 Participation in Wheat Program Only 
Crops 
Wheat Ill Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat 1/2 Bottomland · (38-22-8) 
Wheat Ill Upland (38-22-8) 
Barley /12 Upland 
Sorghum #3 Upland 
Alfalfa #3 Bottomland 
Other Land.Usage· 
Minimum Wheat Diversion 
Lives: t:olCk 
Gow-Calf 
Stocker-Feeders Steers· 
Requii"ed Labor 
Required Capital Adjusted to Annual Basis 
Net Return to Land, Labor, Management and 
other Fixed Resources 
Part. III Financial Summary 
Crop Sales 
Wheat 
Barley 
Sco)rghum 
Alfalfa 
Government Payments 
Diversion 
Wheat Certif-
ica~es 
Total 
1 
Operating Expenses 
F~rtiliz:er Expense. 
Nitrogen. 
Phosphate 
Potash · 
Toti!l!.l .. Expense 
Net Returp. to l,and 
Labor, Manage-
ment .and other 
Fixed Resources 
$ 9,662088 
3,877020 
3,389,12 
14,696,90 
o,,oo 
6,696020 
38,322,30 
S,062081 
l,04L20 
602080. 
109,60 
6,816041. 
$31,505, 89 
Lower 
Unit Limit 
Bu, $ 0 90 . 
Bu, , 42 
Bu. 0 45 
Ton 14,42 
Unit .. Ainount 
Acre 86,6 
Acre 40,0 
Acre 20lo 7 
Acre 215.4 
Acre 89,0 
Acre, 84.6 
Acre. 60o4 
AU 48,0 
AU 54o0 
Hour, 1,98300 
Dollar 10,661.88 
Dollar 31,505,89 
Price RanBe 
Price Upper 
Used Limit 
$ L20 $L70 · 
, 75 L23 · 
Ll2 3,86 
30000 Infinite 
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TABLE IX 
OPTIMUM FARM' PLAN' AND· FlNANCirAL SUMMARY 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ALTERNA.T~VE:ru'oN.FARM II 
Part II Summacy of the 0:()timum Farm Plan 
Alternative 3 Partici,pation in Wheat and Feed Grain Programs 
with no Substitution of Acres Between Programs 
Crops 
Wheat #1 Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat 112 Bottomland (38-22-8) · 
Wheat Ill Upland (38..,.22-8) 
Wheat 112 Upland (38-·22-8) 
Barley 112 Upland 
Sorghum 1/3 Uplag9 ·· 
Alfalfa ./13.,Bottoniland 
Other Land Usage 
Minim.tml·"~·eat Diversion 
·Minimum.. Sorghum Diversion 
Livestock·· 
Cow-Calf 
Stocker-Feeder.Steers 
. . 
Required Labor 
Required Capital Adjusted to Annual.Basis 
Net Return·to Land; Labor, Management and 
other Fixed Resources. 
. . 
Part III Financial Summary 
Crop Sales·-
Wheat,. 
Barley 
Sorghum 
Alfalfa 
Government Fayiµett·tEil 
1'iversion 
Wheat Certificates 
Sorghum .Certif ~cates 
·= 
Total 
Operatina Expense 
Fertilizer Expense 
Nitrogen 
Phosphate 
Potash 
Total Expense 
.Net Return to Land 
Labor, Mana~ement 
and other.Fixed 
Resources 
$10,037076 
1,656.00 
1,096.70 
14,696090' 
0.00 · 
6,qQ6.20 
1~3o79 
.34,l37.36 
.3,6~4o34 
,• ·:1' 
1,04L20 
6Q2.80 
1Q9.60 
5,387.94 
$28,749042 
Lower. 
Unit Limit 
Buo $ ,90 
Buo • 39 
Bu. 
.80 
Ton 14.42 
Unit Atnount 
Acre 86,6 
Acre. 40. O · 
Acre 201. 7 
Acre 14,2 
Acre 92.0 
Acre 28.8 
Acre 84.6· 
Acre 60o4 
Acre 7.2 
AU 48.0 
AU 54.0 
Hour 1653.0 
Dollar 9,963.9 
Dollar 28,749.42 
Price Range 
Price · Upper 
.Used Limit 
$ 1. 20 · $ L 70 
.75 r'o 23 
Ll2 · 66.00 
30.00 Infinite 
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TABLE X 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN AND FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ~LT:ERNATIVE IV ON FARM II 
Part II Summary'.of·the Optimum Farm Plan 
Altenrative 4 Participation· in Wheat and Feed ·Grain' Pro~ and 
· ~.gl?:er~t·~uti:r~~r :Wb;e;11t; · Ac,reage f9r :sur,g·qum ,.AcrE!agia. 
Crops· · 
Wheat 111 Bottomland (38122-8) 
Wheat t/2 Botto~land (38.i.:22-B) 
Wheat Ill Up:l.9;nd (3Eh·22-8) · 
Wheat /12 Upla,nd (~8-'-22-8) 
Barley 1/2 Upland · 
Sorghum 113 Up:J+and · · 
A:lfalfa ·t/3 Bafi1romland 
0the;r- Land tJ·sage 
Min'imum Whe~t ·· Diversion 
·~in/.i.lllµm·S6:rg~.um. Divers:i,on 
Livest1G1ck 
Cow-Ga:lf 
· S toc:ker .... Fe'ecre-r· Steers 
Required Labor 
Required Cap:i, tal . 
Net Return to Land, Labor, Management an4 
other Fixed Resources 
Part III Financial Sununary 
Crop Sales 
Wheat 
Bairley . 
Sorghum 
Alfalfa -
Government.Payments 
Wheat Certificates 
Sorghum Certificates 
Total 
Opera.ting Expense 
Fertilizer E~pense 
Nitrogen 
Phosphate. 
Potash 
Total Expense 
Net Return to Land 
Labrcn:: ~ Manage-. 
ment, and other 
Fixed :Resources 
$10,037,76 
1,656,00 
l,096, 71 
14,496;;'90 
6,qQ6~20 
153. 79 
~4,137.36 
·c·3;·6Slr~·34 
1,041.20 
,:6Q:~.80 
'lQ~.60 
5,387.94 
Unit 
Bu, $ 
Bu, 
Bu, 
Ton 
Lower 
Limit 
,90 
,40 
0 80 
14,42 
Unit·· An10·1,1n·t 
Acre. ,86 .. 6' 
Acre. 40.0 
Acre 20L 7 
Acre 14,2 
Acre 92.0 
Acre 28.8 
Acre 84.6 
Acre 48, 0 · 
Acre 54.0 
AU 48,0 · 
AU 54.0 
Hour 1652.9 
Dollar 9,963.9 
Doll~r 28,749,42 
Price Range 
Price Upper 
·Used Limit· 
$ L20 · $ L70 
,75 1. 23 
L12 66,00 
30 .oo · Infinite 
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TABLE XI 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN AND FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE VON FARM II 
Part II, Summary of the Optimum·Fam.,Plan, 
A:].ternative 5 Participation in Wheat aJ.J.d Feed Grain Program with 
Substitution of Wheat for Sorghum and Wheat for 
. _ ~~rl~y 
Crops· 
Wheat ti! Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat #2 Bottomland (38-22-8) 
Wheat J/1 Upland. (38-22.;;.8) 
Wheat 112 Upland (38-22-8) 
Sorghum 113 Upland 
Alfalfa /13 Bipttomland 
Other Land Usag<a. 
Minimum Barley Diversion 
Minimum Sorghum Dive];'sion 
Minimum Wheat.Diversi9n 
Substitut.ed Acres 
Wheat for Barley 
Livestock. 
Cow-Calf 
Stocker-Feeder:Steer:s · 
Required Labor 
Required Capital 
Net Return to Land, Labor, Manage~ent and. 
othe~ Fixed Resources 
Part Ill Financial Summary-
Crop Sales , 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Alfalfa 
Government Payments 
$12,102.24 
1;096 0 70 
14~496,90 
Wheat Certi'f:icates 6, 696, 20 
Sorghum Cert;tf icates - 9 6, 12 , 
total 34,48,,16 
Opefatfn~ Expense 2,$94.58 
Fertiliz~r Ekpense 
J:,titr«-'>gen ' 
Phosphate 
Potash 
Total Expense. 
Net Return to Land, 
L~bor, ijanage~ent 
and_. other Fb:ed 
Resources 
l,27~L93 -
. ·740~ 43 
1340 62. 
5,046.56 
$29,441. 60 
Lowe'r 
Unit Limit 
Buo $ 090 
Buo .80 
Ton 14.42 
Unit .Amount 
Acre 86,6 
Acre 40,0 
Acre 201. 7 
Acre 92,4 
Acre 28.8 
Acre 84.6 
Ac,;e· 13.8 
Acre 7.2 
Acre 60,4 
Acre 78.2 
AU 48.0 
AU 79 .o -
Hour 1658,0 
Dollar 11,553.97 
Dollar: 29 ,44L 60 
Price Range 
' Pr-:i.ce Upper 
Used Limit 
$ 1.20 · $ L70 
1,12 ·. 66,00 
30,00 Infinite 
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TABLE XII· 
OPTIMUM F4RM PLAN AND FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
FOR GOVERNMENT PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE VI ON FARM II 
Part Il; Summary of the Optimum--Farm·Plan ··· · ··· ·,· ·· · · · 
Alternative 6 Participation in Wheat and Feed Grain Program 
with Alternative to Substitute Sorghum Acreage. 
for Wheat; Acrel:llge 
Crops. 
Wheat #1 Bottomlanq (38-22-8) 
Wheat.#2 Bottomland.(38-22-8) 
Wheat Ill ,Upland (38-22-.8) · 
Barley /12 Upland, · 
Sorghum 113 Upland ·· 
Alfalfa. 113 Bottom.l,$nd 
Othe( Land_. Usage ... 
Minimum.Sorghum Di~e~sion 
Minimum· Wheat· Divers ion 
: . . . . ' 
Wheat·Diversion·Payment 
Substitute(l Acres · 
. Sorghum· for WQeat · 
Livestock' 
Cow-Calf· 
·stocker-Feed~r Steel;'s 
Req~ired Labor 
Required Capital 
Net Return to Land, Labor, Management and·· 
otn~r Fixed Resources 
Part III .Financial Summary 
Crop ·Sales 
Wheat. 
Barley 
Sorghu.m 
Alfalfa 
Government Payments 
$ 8,338.08 
1,656000, 
3,389. i2 . 
14,692.80 
Diversio.n 0.00 
Sorghu.m Certificates· 96.12 
Wheat Certific-~es 6,6Q6.20 
Total\ , 34,868.32 
Ope"tating ;Jl:xpense. 
Fertilizer 
. ~itrogen 
Phosphate. 
fotasti 
Total Expense 
Net.· Return to Land 
Labor,. Manage-
ment ahd other 
Fixed ~sources 
4,117.97 
858. 19 · 
496.85 
90.34 
5,563.35 
$29,304.97. 
Unit 
Bu. 
. Bu. 
Bu. 
Ton 
Lower 
. Limit, 
$ .83 
• 40 
.87 
14. 42 . 
Unit. Amount· 
-, 
Acre 86.6 
Acre 40.0 
Acre 155.:7 
Acre n.o 
Acre· 89.0 
Acre .. 84. 6, 
Acre 7 .·2 
Acre 60.4 
,A.cl;'e 14.4 
Acre 60.2 
AU 48.0 · 
AU. 34.0 
Hour 1,633.6 
Doll~r 8,680.34 
Dollar. 29,304.97 
Price Range 
f:i:ice Upper 
Used .Limit 
'$ 1. 20 ·, $1. 56 
• 75 l.33 
1. lZ 4. 48 
30.00 Infinite 
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very ii:µ.port:.ant.part.of ·the financial summary. The limits of·the price 
, 
ranges. give an ind.ication of how stable the ·prese~t;, optimum. enterprise 
is in.relation to the present price of the product sold. 
Results of Application wit;:h Dec;llers anf .Farmers 
One· of. the deale~s partic~pating in the .. experiment thqught the com-. 
· puter service.could partially replace his·adverUsing expenditures. All, 
three dealers.would like to h~ve the service tried on.more.of their cus~ 
tamers. But the.dealers wantecj. the computer.service e;ll:tended to them 
only if,it would cost them less than the net :i:-eturns received.from add-
itional fertilizer sales. 
The cooperating farmers.that,gained the most information from.the 
program were the ones wit~ the largest crop operations and.with .a wheat 
anq. feed grain allotment. These farmers had more government program al-
ternatives. It was found in this experiment.that the farmers did not know 
per acre or perunit costs and returns, before constructing the enter-
prise budgets. Many of farmers had good personal records for income tax 
purposes. With the experience gained from participating in the experim,ent, 
all.seven farmers.planned to keep better or differe.l'At production records 
on each enterpris.e ill addition to tq.e total farm records. 
The .cooperating farmers were very interested in.the results of the 
six government.progz;am optioi:,.s ·such as presented in Tables VI through XI, 
One.farmer cited the fact that he faces a different farm program every 
year. .He was certain that the computer program would help him make. a 
better decision for the coming crop year •. The resu.l.ts of. this experiment 
were given to the.farmers prior to the fall small grain planting season.' 
The· farmers couid then use the compute.r progr~m result1;1 as a. guide for 
the next years crop organization and as a fertilizer rate guide. A 
summary was made for each farmer which explained each alternative plan 
and told which plan would yield the highest net return. For example, 
alternative .II yielded the highest net return for farm II. This al-
ternative was to participate only in the wheat program. Tables VII 
f;:h"tough XII summarizes each alternative for farm II. 
The·linear programming matrix for farm II is pr~sented in. Table 
XIII with the_ description of the colt;lilln abbreviations, in Table XIV. 
Income Approach to Land Purchase 
40 
TQ ill~strate other. applications of Linear Programming with which 
dealers can provide a service, the opportunity to purchase an ad4itional 
tract of land was analyzed. The problem is to determine the price that·,. 
can be paid. 
The income or productivity value can be determined with a mini~um 
mnount of calculationo · Once tl).e present farm operation has been d,v~lop-
ed and· the opt.imum combination of enterprises determined, the additional 
land can easily be added to the computerized program. Two assu~ptions 
must be made in that t4e'additional_land added to the program does not 
exceed the linear restrictions.and other inputs do not change, 
Once again, the input~output information must be gathered and-as-
sembled by the farmer. The information must be derived from the present 
owner or tenant,· 
Tq,e income approach to value is based upon the.income potential of 
the.land. The annual income potential is then capitaliz~d at.a rate, ex-
pec;ed by or acceptable to the farmer.-or other buyers who. have purchased 
comparable tracts in the area, To discover the acceptable capitalization 
rate one divides the price paid by other buyers into the net ret4,rns 
these buyers can reasonably expect from the. land purchased. It doe$ not . 
.I 
TABLE XIII· 
LINEAR PROGRAMMING MATRIX FOR FARM II 
MDBA MDSA MDRA MDWA WDPAY SDPAY FAL SFW WFS WFB WFR WCA SCA N p K 
Cost 0 0 0 0 -17. 50 -4.81 +4.00 0 0 0 0 -16.62 -5.34 .08 .08 .04 
Cropland (COPLD) 1.0 
#1 Upland (UPLDl) 
#2 Upland (UPLD2) 
#3 Upland (UPLD3) 
#1 Bottomland (BOTMl) 
#2 Bottomland (BOTM2) 
#3 Bottomland (BOTM3) 
Barley Allotment (BALLT) 1.0 1.0 
Wheat Allotment (WTALT) 1.0 1.0 1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
Sorghum Allotment (SOALT) 1.0 1.0 -1.0 1.0 
Rye Allotment (ORALT) 1.0 1.0 
Barley Minimum Diversion (MDB) 1.0 
Sorghum Minimum Diversion (MDS) 1.0 
Rye Minimum Diversion (MDR) 1.0 
Maximum Sorghum Diversion (DAS) 1.0 
Wheat Minimum Diversion (MDW) 1.0 
Wheat Maximum Diversion (DAW) 1.0 
Fallow (FAL) 
-1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 1.0 
Sorghum for Wheat (SFWL) 1.0 
Wheat for Sorghum (WFSL) 1.0 
Wheat for Barley (WFBL) 1.0 
Wheat for Rye (WFRL) 1.0 
Sorghum Certificate Limit (SPL) 1.0 
Wheat Certificate Limit (WCL) 1.0 
Wheat Production (WTPRD) 
Barley Production (BAPRD) 
Sorghum Production (SOPRD) 
Rye Production (RYPRD) 
Alfalfa Production (ALPRD) 
Nitrogen (NITRO) 
-1.0 
Phosphorus (PHOSP) 
-1.0 
Potassium (POTAS) 
-1.0 
Operating Capital (CAPIT) .06 .06 .03 
Annual Labor (LABOR) 
.4 
January - April Labor (LABJA) 0 
May - July Labor (LABMJ) .1 
August - September Labor (LABAS) .2 
October - December (LABOD) .1 
Native Pasture (PASTR) 
Wheat Pasture (WHTPT) 
~ 
I-' 
TABLE XIII (CONTINUED) 
WBTBl WHTB2 WHTB3 WHTUl WHTU2 WHTU3 BARU2 BARU3 RYEB3 FGRU3 FGRB3 ALFB3 WHTSL BARSL RYESL FGSEL ALFSL COWCF SFSTR 
Cost 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 ,9.50 9.50 9.00 9.00 9.50 7.00 7~09 48.00 -1.20 -.85 -1.60 -1.01 
-30.00 -65.20 -31.0!) (COPLD) · 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 (UPLDl) 1.0 
(UPLD2) 1.0 1.0 
(UPLD3} 1.0 1.0 1.0 
(BOTMl} 1.0 
(BOTM2} 1:0 
(BOTM3) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 (BAI.LT) 1.0 
(WTALT) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 LO 
(SOALT} 1.0 1.0 (ORALT} 1.0 
(MDB} 
(MDS) 
(MDR) 
(DAS) 
(MDW) 
(DAW) 
(FAL} 
(SFWL} 
(WFSO 
(WFBL} 
(WFRL) 
(SPL) 
(WCL) 
(WTPRD) -26 -24 -21 -24 -22 -20 1.0 
(BAPRD) 
-24 -22 1.0 
(SOPRD} 
-34 -36 1.0 (RYPRD} -30 1.0 
(ALPRD) 
-6.0 1.0 .26 .ll (NITRO} 38 38 38 38 38 38 
(PHOSP) 22 22 22 22 22 22 
(POTAS) 8 8 8 8 8 8 
(CAPIT} 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 4.05 3.90 3.09 4.05 3.45 3.45 40.00 12:00 52.50 (LABOR) 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.83 :J..83 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.83 1. 78 1. 78 4.0 8.0 1.0 (LABJA} .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 • 72 .72 0 4.5 
.4 (LABMJ) .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .95 .94 .94 2.56 .s .1 (LABAS) .58 .58 .58 .SB .58 .58 .58 .58 .58 .12 .12 1.45 .• 8 
.1 (LABOD) .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 0 0 0 1.9 
.4 (PASTR} 9.5 .·2 (WHTPT) -.7 -.7 -.7 -.7 -.7 -.7 2.5 2.2 ~ 
"' 
MDBA 
MDSA 
MDRA 
MDWA 
WDPAY 
SDPAY 
,a',",· I 
FAL 
SFW 
WFS 
WFB 
-WFOR 
.wcA 
.. SCA 
N 
p 
K 
. WliTBl · 
W¥TB2. 
WH'rB3 
,w:l!TUl 
.. yJJITUZ · 
WHTU3· 
.l~ARU2 
.BARU3 
iYEB3 
FGRU3 
.. :fGRB3 
.ALF,B3 
COW CF 
SF.STR 
. WHTSL 
BARSL 
RYESL 
FGSEL 
ALF~L 
TABLE XIV 
DESCRIPTIO~ OF .. COLUMN ABB~EVIATIONS USED IN 
LINEAR 0PROGRAMMING MODEL FOR FARM II 
,. ••.• ,., .•. , .!,,.....'"'" ... ,, ,. -
Minimum Diversion of Barley Allotment 
Minimum Diversion of Sorgh~ Allotment 
Minimum Diversion of Ry~ Allotment 
Minimum.Diversion pf Wheat.Allotment 
Wheat Diversion Payments 
Sorghum Diversion Payments 
Fallow 
Sorghum Allotment for Wheat Allotment· 
Wheat Allotment.for Sorghum Allotment 
Wheat.Allotmeµt for Barl~y Allotment 
Wheat Allotment for Rye Al,lotn:i-en1;:. 
Wheat Certificat~.Acreage 
Feed G~ain Certificate Acreage· 
Nitrogen 
Phosphate 
Potash 
Wheat Bottomland.#1 
Wheat Bottomland /12 
Wheat.Bottomland /13 
Wheat Upland Ill 
Wheat Upland 112 
Wheat Upland (13 
Barley Upland 112 
Barley Upland 113 
Rye Bottomland /13 
Fee.cl. .Grain Upland 113 
Feed Grain Bottomland /13 
Alfalfa Bottomland /13 
Cow-Calf Operation 
Stocker-Feeder Steers 
Wheat ·Sell·· 
Barley Sell. 
Rye Sell . 
Feed Grain Sell 
Alfalfa Sell 
43 . 
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TABLE XV 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN, .A.ND- F,INiN-CI.i\.L.SUMMARY -
FOR --GOVERNMENT _PROGRAM AI.TERNATIVE II ON FARM V 
Part II-- S.~-t:y,.pf theOp.dmum .. F~~n1..~Plan'.-
Al_terna1dve"2, P&:!Et4.e4patie-a -in-· Wheat, P1110g.ram -O~ly. -
Crops 
Wheat SPB (33-17-9) 
Wheat-6PB (33-17.::9) 
Barley 6PR (33-17-9) 
Barley 6A. (33-17-9.) 
Other-Land.Usage 
Unit-
.__._.~,-
Acr~ 
Acre· 
Acre .. 
Acre 
Wheat Divers~on Payment Acres Acre 
Minimum Diversion for Wheat. Acre. 
Labor 
Jan~ary - April 
May - Jt1,ly. 
August - September 
October - . December .. 
Hour. __ 
Hour 
Hour, 
HQur 
Hour. 
Capital Available Dollar 
Amount;: .Used.Adjusted to -
an, annulll,1 basis Dollar 
Amount ·Not Used Dollar, 
Net Retarn t;:o Land, Labor;· 
Management an4 other 
Fixed Resources.. Dollar 
Part III ; Fin.atl.cial Sununary -
Crop Sales 
Wheat· 
BaJ;"ley 
Gover.nment ··Payments --
Certif;lcates • 
Diversion 
To.tali-
- . I 
Operating Expenses 
Fertilizei Expenses 
_ Nitrogen 
Phosphat~ .. 
Potaii&h 
Total Expenses 
Net Retur~:to Land 
La~or, M~na~e-
rb.ent and·other 
Fixed-~e$ources 
Unit 
$2,457.60 Bu. 
1~852000 Buo 
1,.457 .40 
301.50 
'6~0~8.50 
. ,.. 
1,386,00 
343.20 
176.80 
- 46.80 · 
1,9'52.80 
$4,115. 70 
Regt,1ired __ 
237.9 _ 
12~6 
99.75 
60.9 
18. 9 -
13,4 
10 .4 
Excess_ 
2762~1 
~87,;4 
700.25 
439 .1, 
381~1 
5000.00 -
951.60 
4048. 40 · 
41:1,.5.70 
LOWljlr 
Limit, 
Price Range_:__ 
Price · Upper --
1.16 -
.74 
Used Limit 
L20 l.22 __ 
• 80 0 95 
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TABLE XVI . 
OPTIMUM FARM PLAN AND FINANCIAL SUMMARY.FOR GOVERNMENT 
PROGRAM ALTERNATIVE _i:t ON FARM :V AFTER ADDING 100. ACRES .. 
Par't l;I Summary of. the Opt~mum, Farm. Plan . 
Alte~native 2 Participation in Wheat.Program: Only 
Crops. 
Wheat SPB (33-17-9) 
Wheat .6PB (33-17-'-9) 
Bariey' 6PR ,(33-17-9) 
Barley SRB (33-17-9) 
Ba~ley 6A (33-17.-9) 
Othe~ Land Usage 
Unit 
-Acre 
Acre 
A~re. 
Acre 
Acre .. 
·Wheat Diversion Payment Acres Acre, 
Minimum Diversion for Wheat Acre 
Labor.· 
Janul:lry - April 
May - Ju:J_y 
August-~ September 
October -.December" 
Hour. 
Hour 
Hour 
Hour 
Hour 
Capital.Available Dollar 
Amount,Used_Adjusted.to 
an,annual basis Dollar 
Amount Not Use4 Dollar 
Net Return to Lan_d, Labor, 
Management and other 
Fixed Resourc~s Dollar 
. Required 
420.9' 
27.5 
217.55 
132.8 
41. 2, 
.. ·.· .. Aj.uo~nt. 
40.0 
67.9 
72.l 
25.0 
25.-0 
6.6 
17.2 
_Excess 
1579. i, 
.272.5 
582.45 · 
367.2 
358.8 
5000.00 
1683.60 
3316.40 
6880.27 
Part , III Fi.nancial Summary Price Range 
Crop Sales 
Wheat 
Barley 
Gove~nment Payments· 
Cex;tificates 
Div:ers:l.on 
Tot,1., 
Operatitia_Expenses 
Fert;i~i~ef Expenses 
Nilu,rog~n · 
Phps~l1at$_ 
Potash 
Total Expenses 
Net Retu1;n ._.to Land; 
Labor, ~anage-
ment; and other. 
fixeq. Resources · 
$4,512.84 
3,198.80 
2;404.50 
148. 50 .. 
10,264.64 
2,381~_57 
607.20 
312.80 
82.80 
3,384.37 
$6,880.27 
Lower 
Unit .. Limi't 
· Bu •. l~-16 
Bu. • 74' 
Price Upp~r 
Used. Limit 
1.20 · 1.22 
, 80 .9:5 
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include the change in value resulting from inflation or deflation which 
occurs every year. A total of 100 acres is used as an example to be add-
ed to farming operation of farm IV. The different solutions are given. 
in Tables XV and XVI taken from the optimum solution results given to the. 
farmer of farm.V. 
The additional 100 acres yields a net return of $2,764.57 to the 
fixed resourceso This value is the difference between the two net re-
turns of Table XV and XVI, Table VII indicates tne estimated fair market 
value of the 100 acres .based upon varied capitalization rates. 
TABLE XVII. 
MARKET VALUES OF LAND BASED ON VARIED 
CAPITALIZATION RATES AND NET RETURNS TO FIXED RESOURCES 
Capitalization!!!.! ~ Returns Market Value 
6.0% $2,764.57 $46,100 
5.5% 2,764.57 50,250 
5.0% · 2,764.57 55,300 
4.5% 2,764.57 61,400 
4.0% · 2,764,57 69,100 
The capitalization rate is the assumed total,rate required to induce 
a wil:;L.ing and able buyer.to invest.in the property. The rate isbas~d 
on the. estimated returns to cqmparable farms recently sold in the immedi-
ate locality. The capitalization rate is not.necessarily equal to other 
investmeQ.t rates of return. It is only the rate of return which buyers 
appear to be willing to accept, disregarding the increase in value due 
to inflation. The farmer of farm.V can now choose which capitalization 
rate will induce him to purchase the additional.100 acres. The buyer of 
every sale has determined a lower capitalization rate than the other 
bidders whether or not he went through the. same process. 
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CHAPTER·IV 
MINIMUM COS+ FERTILIZER BLENDING 
The technique of linear programming is being applied.to an.increas-
·ing number of problems which involve quantitative aspects of blending 
problems. This chapter illustrates and describes the application of a 
linear programming technique that will provide a minimum cost. fertilizer 
blend prepared by the,dealer and sold to the farmer. Once the composi-
tion, cost andrectuirements for the fertilizers have been specified, a 
solution can be found for the.minimum cost combination. Then the least 
cost fertilizer can.be sold to the farmer. The retail price can reflect 
a savings to both.the farme:r and dealer. 
The basic problem consists of mixing a formula containing nitrogen, 
phosphorus, or potassium. If each carrie:r considered in the mixing pro-
blem contained only nitrogen, phosphorus or potassium the several sources 
of·one nutrient could be evaluated on the cost·per pound and the.least 
expensive source chosen. The same procedure could then.be used forse'.'" 
lecting the carriers of the,other elements. The resulting mix wo~ld then 
be. the least expensive one. of all the· carriers whi•ch contain only one 
element~ But other 11).ixtures may also be available. If the carriers con-
tain more than.one plant.food, the minimum cost sources.become more diffi-
cµlt,to isolate. Then if requirements regarding the,physical,properties 
of the mix are added; the problem becomes even more complex .. 
Form1,1lation charts are used.by many fertilizer.dealers to determine 
the least·cost blend. The interpolation and calculation involved in the 
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chart usage are very time consuming and approximate, If a price change 
occurs for certain fertilizers, the calculations must be done again. 
In solving the minimum cost problem by a computer least cost.analy:-
sis the least cost mix can.be systematically selected and the specified 
requirements met. If the price of certain fertilizer grades change, as 
usually happens due to cqmpetition between dealers, the cost ranges can 
be observed to determine the range of least cost for the usage of a.par-. 
ticular grade. 
With the growing number of blending plants in Oklahoma, dealers have 
the. facilities to mix a varied number of blended fertilizers. Actually 
the facilities that are needed only includes several blends of basic 
materials and a blender in which the, material can be quickly loaded and 
made ready for application. Customers who have different needs for dif-
ferent crops and soils may choose several blends. The·blends do not have 
to be in stock at all t~mes, It ii:! much more economical to store just 
the basic material to produce the needed blends. 
Restrictions 
The linear programming technique.can be ill~strated by using an e:x:-
ample for a blending problem. Suppose.a blender.wants to make a ton of 
12-,24-24 mixed fertilizer. 
Letting the quantities of the nine materials.in Table XVII be desig-
nated as :,c, (i = 1, 2, 3, ••• , 9), the total quantity of mixec;l fertilizer l. . 
produced is to be.one ton: hence:_ 
9 
E xi= 2,000 pounds 
i=l 
The formula of the blend gives the other restrictions.for the right 
hand side. Iri the example, the production of 12-24-24 mixed fertilizer 
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Table XVIII 
Fertilizer.Material Composition 
Fertilizer Material Nitrogen Phosphate Potash Calcium, Sulfur 
(j) (a.) 
J 
(b ') ] (c,) J . (dj) (e,) J 
L Ammonium Nitrate 33.5 00.0· 00.0· 00.0 00.0 
2, Am~onium Phosphate 16,0 20.0 06.0 00.0 00.0 
3. Ammonium Phos-Sulf 16.0 20.0 00.0 00.0 15,0 
4. Diammonium Phosphate 18.0 46.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 
5. Ammonium Sulfate 2LO 00.0 00.0 00.0 24.0 
6. Superphos oo.o 20.0 00.0 00.0 12.0 
7. Treple Superphos oo.o 46.0 oo.o 00.0 oo.o 
8. Potash 00.0 00.0 60.0· 00 .o · 00 .o · 
9. Urea 4L4 · 00.0 00.0 oo.o 00.0 
required 240 pounds of nitrogen, 480 pounds of phosphate and 480 pounds 
of potash in the blend. The formula requirements may be written as 
follows: 
9 
Nitrogen b.a,x, = 240 pounds 
j=l J J 
9 
Phosphate b b.x, = 480 pounds 
j=l J J 
Potash 
9 
. r ·. cjxj. = 480 pounds 
J=l 
Price Considerations 
The·nutrient requirements can.be satisfied by many combinations of 
th.e 9 fertilizers available to make. the desired blend. The minimum cost 
linear programming method will isolate the single combination which 
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minimizes ingredient cost. Now letting C'. indicate the price per pound 
J 
of ea.ch ingredient, the cost V, may be as follows:. 
9 
v = z: c'·;·.x. j~l 'J. J 
Now, the cost equation is minimized subject to th~ three restrictions. 
Required Conditions 
This mixing technique,is applicable to any problem where the follow-
ing conditions,exist: 
L The obj ec ti ve b to minimize the cost of the blend, 
2, Many different ingredients are available which are 
technically acceptable in a blend or mixture. 
3o Characteristics of the ingredients are numerically 
mec;1.surable, 
4. These are·limits, either.maximum, minimum or equalities, 
of the ingredient characte:ristics. 
The requil:'ed conditions may be indicated in the input form of Table 
. 1 XIX, Three· types of problems .may be' solved by the. least cost method,. ' 
The type I problem gives the percentage and cost of each material in the 
blendo. In addition,. the total co.st per ton of the blend is given. Since 
the minimum cost program eliminates higher priced materials, a price at 
which the eliminated materials would come into the least. cost blend is 
giveno Therefore, if a price cha~ge of one of the.materials not present-
ly in .. the blend is made, the dealer can tell if the material would be 
used if it approaches or falls below this price, all other prices constant; 
An outgoing price is also listed for the materials in the blend. The 
1 Dr. Ted Nelson, Extension Eccmomist at Oklahoma State University, 
originated the least cost blending format described here as a.service 
to fertilizer dealers in Oklahoma. 
TABLE XIX 
FERTILIZER BLEND SUBMITTAL FQRM 
COST 
BASIC, 
MATERIAL 
PER MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM 
TON NITROGEN- PHOSP· POTASH CALCIUM_ SULFUR 
210000 ·.AMMONIUM-SULFATE .· • .. 2L 00 ··tL'OO -0.00 
:o ~ 00 · o:oo·· 
:.:'o~·oo · o~o·o 
340000 :AMMO-NITRATE , =~ ~-" . -~~?_,50 . 
460090 UREA . . -~-- 4+.,~Q 
162000-AMM PHOS-SULF. • 16.00 20.00 o.oo 
184600 ·DIAMMONIUM PHO.S =·= 1_8~00 46.00 o.oo 
20.00 0.00 · 
46.UU - u.uu. ~~!!~~ ~:=~H~~ERPHOS -.. :-. ~: ~g -:-~ -:: :: --:: :: 
000060 POTASH . -. - 0. 00 o.oo 60.00 
062412 MIXD 6-24-12 -.- 6.00 24.00 · 12.00 
102010 MIXD 10-20-10 =·= 10.00 20.00 · 10,00 
122412 MIXD 12-24-12 ~ 12.00 12.00 24~00 · 
28.00 · 14.00 142814 MIXD 14-28-14 -.= 14.0d ----- -··--
zu.uu 6.UU 162006 · AMMONIUM PHOS · • 16. 00 - . -
000000 ·LIME . -.- . 0.00 
- . . ---
Problem, ~o. Prob. Type Acres · N 
1. 
2. 
3 •. 
4. 
. 
----
. 
----
0.00 o.oo 
. . 
-- ---
-- --
. p O 
2 5 . K20 
. 
--
--
. . 
-- ---
. . 
--- --
0 . 
-- --
0.00 · :24. 00 
0.06' ·o~oo 
o.oo 0.00 · 
0.00 15.00 · 
0.00 0~00 
0.00 J,.2.00 · 
0.00 · o.oo · .. 
0.00 0.00 
o .. oo o.oo. 
0.00 o.oo 
o.oo. Q.;00 
o.oo o.oo 
o.oo. o.oo 
100.00 o .. oo. 
. ~ 
-- --
. 
-- --
Ca s 
--- ---
. 
-- --
. 9 ; . 
-- --
.. . 
-- --- .. 
! 
\n 
"' 
outgoing price indicates when another ingredient.would be substituted 
for the present one in the blend. 
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The Type.II problem contains the same results as the Type :t pro-
blem, plus four.additional factors. This second type gives the total 
amount of each material required for the mixture and the nitrogen, phos-
phorus and potassium percentages in the blend, The remaining three fac-
tors are the total cost of the mixture pounds to apply per acre and cost 
per .. acre to the dealer, 
The Type III problem contains the same.information a1;1 the Type.I 
except the .. per~entage of each mat1;:rial in the blend is the least c9st. 
combination for the ratio be:j..p.g requested. The requested blend l.'!l,ay not. 
be the least expensive ratio of the blend, A higher or lower analysis 
blend may be less expensive per pound of nutrient, 
Output Summary 
Table ;xx is an example of the table reprinted from the.computerized 
program with particular prices chosen by the dealers. The cost per ton 
is the,actual cost, except that a price of $99,00 per ton is assigned to 
the.materials the dealer does not have or does not want to handle. The 
higher price excludes materials not desired from the blend. 
Table XXI explains the results of a Type I problem for a 12-24-12 
blend, The percent in mix column gives the percentage of the ingredient 
fertilizer.used in making the blend. The next column indicates the cost 
of the ingredients per ton of the blend; The next two colt.mms. are used 
only for Type II problems in which a.specified cost and total amount 
needed is associated with the acres to be fertilized. The assigned costs 
per ton column.is listed again so that the incoming price column can be 
compared to it, Th,is incoming price is the price to which the ip.greclient 
TABLE XX 
. . 
EXAMPL!U OF Fll!R'I'ILIZER BLEND-SUBMITTAL FORM 
·• !- ·. ' ···, 
COST 
BASIC p~ MINIMUM MINIMUM MINIMUM· MINIMUM MINIMUM 
MATERIAL TO.N NITROGEN PHOSJ;l POTASH CALCIUM SULF·VR 
210000 AMMONIUM SULFATE 99•00 21.00 o.oo. 0.00 · o.oo .. 24.00 
340000 AMMO-NITRATE 42•00 .· 
--
33? 50 · 0.00 · 0?00 · o.oo. o.oo. 
460000-UREA 99•00 
--
41~ 40 · o.oo. o.oo 0.00 · ·., 0.00 
162000 AMM PHOS-SULF 99•00 16.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 15.00 
--· 184600 DIAMMONIUM PHOS 99·00 18. 00 · 
-· -
46.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
002100 SUPERPH0S 68·50 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 12.00 
--004600 TREPLE SUPERPHOS 31°70 o.oo 46.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
000060 PO.TASH -- · 6.oo 56°30 o.oo 60 .00 · o.oo o.oo. 
062412 MIXD 6-24-:-12 29•50 6.00 24.00 12.00 o.oo o.oo. 
--102010 MIXD 10-20-12 99·00. 10.00 20 .00 · 10.00 o.oo. o.oo 
122412 MIXD 12-24-12 99·00 12? 00 · 24.00 12_.oo o.oo o.oo 
--142814 MIXD 14-28~14 99·00 
--
14q00 · 28.00 14_.oo 0.00 o.oo 
162006 AMMO~IUM PHOS 
~·.QQ. 16.00 · 20.00 6.00 0.00 o.oo. 
000000 LIME __ §: .Q.Q. 0.00 o.oo o.oo 100. 00 · o. 00 · 
. . . . . 
-- -- -- -- -- --
____.·..a.... 0 
-- -- -- -- --
Problem No. Prob. Type Acres N P205 KO 2 Ca s 
1. 1 12· 24· 24· . 
-- -- --· -- --
2. 2 50 12· 24• 24:· 
-- -- -- -- --
3. 3 12· 24· 24· 
-- -·- -- -- -- ln 
4. . 0 . . . .po 
-- -. - -- -- --
Percent 
Ingredient In Mix 
210000 Ammonium Sulfate 
340000 Ammo-Nitrate 7o79 
460000 Urea 
162000 Amm Phos-Sulf 
162006 Ammonium Phos 
184Q00 Diammonium Phos 52.17 · 
OQ2+00 Supe~phos. 
oq4,oo Trepl~ Superphos 
QmQ060 Pocksh 40.00 
lQ~OlO Mi:icd 10-20-10 
122412 !iiX~ 12-24-12 
142al4 Mi:iiti 14-,28-14 
OA24+2 Mii~ 6-24-12 
OdOijOO Lim~ 0.04 
totals 100.00 · 
TABLE·XXI 
OUTPUT· SUMMARY · .OF TYPE . I PROBLEM · 
Cost Per Ton For O Acres Assigned 
of Mix,· Total Needed Total Cost .. Co.st/Ton 
99 .,oo 
3.27 42.00 
99 ~·oo 
99 .00 · 
- 99. 00 
35074 68.50 
31. 70 · 
56. 30 · 
11.00 29.50 
99.00 
99. 00 · 
99.00 
99.00 
0.00 6.00 
50.81 
Incoming 
Price· 
--·-
28.57 
28.71 
55o.43 
41.96 
44.31 
25. 34 · 
24.76 
49.16. 
6.00. 
39.43 
46.11 · 
52.80 
39.66 
-110. 76. 
Nutrient specific~:r;;ons- of tbis blend. are as follows:. 
Percent Forced Pounds Nutrient Cost.Per Ton Cost.of One 
Ingredient In Mix. · Percentage Pel;' A~e Ratio of.Mix Percent ·Cha~·e. 
Nitrogen 12.00 12 .oo · 1.00 12. 90 · 1.07 
Phosphorus 24.00 24.00 2.00 22.52 0.94 
Potash 24.00 24i.OO 2.00 9. 40 o.39 
Calcium 0.00 
Sulfur 0.00 
Outgoing 
Price· 
73.73 
75.64 
227.51 
14.68 
ln 
ln 
S6 
must drop before it will be used in the desired blend. The outgoing 
price is.given for t~e ingredients presently being used in maktng the 
blend. The outgoing is very helpful when a price change is made.in the 
ingredients. As long as the.present price is less than the outgoing 
price, the ingredient will be used to make the least cost, blend. The 
nutrient speoifications for the blend are at the bottom of el;lch · table. 
The percentage in.mix column indicates the nitrogen, pho$phorus and 
potash percentage of the.total blend. The forced.percentage is the re-
quested amount of each ingredient in a ton of the blend. The type II 
and Type III problem will possibly differ from the Type I because the 
force percentage may not be physically blended without using a filler 
such as. lime, The· Type .. I problem in Table XX! has a forced percentage· 
of 12-24-24. But if the percentage was 12-24.01-24.01, lime would not 
have to be used in making the blend. Type II and III on Tables XXII and 
XXIII indicate the difference in the blends. By. blending the requested 
ratio without lime, less to.tal material per acre is needed to apply the 
same nutrients. Table XXII indicates that 99 pounds should be applied. 
The pounds per acre col1,1Illn is used only on Type II problems. The solu-
tion in Table XXII indicates that 12 pounds of nitrogen, 24 pounds of 
phosphorus and 24 pounds.of potash should be applied. 
The nutrient ratio is the smallest numerical quotient that can be 
derived from the requested ratio. The cost.per ton of mix indicates the 
price of nitrogen, phosphorus and.potash for every ton blended. The cost. 
of a one percent change in the blend is given.to determine the additional. 
cost. involved to increase· the nutr.ient content. 
Table XXII is an output,summary fqr a Type II problem in which 50 a-
cres is to be fertilized. This type of problem gives the amount to apply 
and cost per acre, The solution indicates that 99 pounds per acre should 
Ingred.ient 
· 210606 Aimno.nfum Sulfate 
340000 .Ammo-Nitrate·.· 
460000 urea.· · · · ·· · 
162000,Amm Phos-Sulf 
162000 ,Ammonium Phos ·. 
184600 Diammonium Phos 
002100 Superphos 
004600 Treple Superphos 
000060 Potash 
102010 Mixd 10-20-:-10 
122412 Mixd 12~24-12 
142814 Mixd 14-28-14 
062412 Mixd 6-24-:-12 
000000 Lime 
Totals 
Percent·· 
In.Mix 
7.79 
52a19 
40.02 
lOOaOO 
TABLE XXII 
OUTPUT SUMMA.RY OF TYPE IL·PROBLEM· 
Cost · Peir: Ton For 50. Acres · 
of·Mix Total Naeded., Total Cost· 
3.27 0.19 8.18 
35.75 1.30 89.3S 
11.80 LOO 29,50 · 
$ 50,83 2.4990 $127 .02 · 
Apply 99 pounds_per acre at$ 50.83/Ton =.$ 2.54 per.acre. 
Nutrient Specifications of this blend are fiS follows:. 
Percent. Forced. Pound~ Nutrient Cost'Per To1;1 
Ingredient In Mix. Percentage Per Acre Ra tic;, of Mix 
Nitrpg1;3n_ 12.00 12.00 12.00 1.00 15.05 · 
Phosphorus 24.Ql 24.01 24.00 2 .• 00 23.97 
Potash 24001 24. 01 · 24.00 2.00 11.80 
Calcium o.oo 
Su+fur OaOO 
Ass.igned · 
Cost/Ton 
•. 99 ~00 
42.00 
99 .oo . 
99.00 
99.00 
68. 50 · 
31.70 
56.30: 
29.50 
99.00 
99.00 
99 .oo · 
99 .oo · 
6.00 
In.ce>ming 
f';'ice 
26a33 
22~11 
57.67 · 
40.03 
42. 98. 
22.57 
19.97 
45.93 
0.00 
37.42 
44.91 
52. 39 · 
37.39 
o.oo 
Cost .of ·One 
Percent.Change 
1.25 
1.00. 
o.49 
Outgoing 
. Price. 
72.10 · 
78.-87 
229.24 
U1 
" 
Ingredient .. 
210006 Ammonium Sulfate .. 
Percent. 
In Mix 
340000 Ammo-Nitrate . 7o79 
460000 Urea 
162000 Amm Phos~Sulf 
162006 Ammonium Phos 
184600 Diammonium Phos 52,19 
002100 Superphos 
004600 Treple Superphos 
000060 Potash 40,02 
102010 Mixd io-20~10 
122412 Mixd 12-24-12 
142814 Mixd 14-28-14 
062412 Mixd 6-24-12 
000000 Lime 
Totals, 100,00 · 
TABLE XXIII 
OUTPUT SUMMARY OF TYPE III PROBLEM 
Cost.Per Ton For O Acres 
of Mix Total Needed.·· Total Cost 
3o27 
35.75 
11. 80 · 
50.83 
Nutrient Spec:l.fications of.this Blend are.as follows: 
Percent 
Ingredient. In Mix 
Nitrogen 12,00 
Phosphorus 24.01 
Potash 24o0l 
Calcium 0.00 
Sulfur OoOO · 
Forced Pounds 
Percentage Per Acre 
12.00 
24.01 
24.01 
Nutrient 
Ratio 
--
1.00 
2.00 
2.00 
Cost Per Ton 
of Mix. 
15.05 
23.97 
11.80 
Assigned. 
Cost/Tan 
, 
99.00 
42.00 
99 .oo · 
99. 00 · 
99 0 00. 
68. 50 · 
31,70 
56.30 
29.50 
99.00 
99.00 
99.00 
99 ! 00 · 
6.00 · 
Incoming 
Pric~ 
26,33 
22n 7l 
57,67 
40.03 
42.98 
22a57 
19 ,97 
45093 
0,00 
37,42 
44.91 
52, 39 . 
37 .39. 
0.00 
Cost ··of ·One 
Percent .Change· 
1.25 
1.00 
0.49 
Outgoing 
Price 
72.10 
78.87 
229.24 
\J1 
00 
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be applied at a cost to the dealer at $50083 per ton or $2.54 per.acre. 
TableXXIII is similar to the Type I.output, except the percentage·shown 
is the-least cost combination for the requested ratio, 
Results of Least Cost Fertilizer Ble~ding 
The·three cooperating fertilizer de~lers eagerly util~zed.the com-
puterized least cost blending service. In fact, an average of four dif-
ferent groups of problems was. solved per dealer dur_ing tp.e fall: ferti-
I 
lizer.season. Because of .the competitiveness of the fertilizer business, 
t~e prices of the.fertilizers used in blending kept changing during the 
application season. Therefore, each time there.was a:significant :Price 
cha,nge,:the percentage of certain ingredients and.the cost per ton changed. 
for eaoh blend, The dealer would tqen immediately have to determine what 
ingredients.to use in making the.l;,lend and determine the.new price. The 
dealers formerly calculated the blends by hand. The computerized solu~ 
tions were correct for every exarQ.ple.that was checked. However, several 
mistakes were made by the dealers making the hand calculations. 
Therlfl are:numerous advantages-to the computerized least cost blend-
ing service as outlined by the dealers. One advantage is the amount of. 
time spent calculatin.g the requirements of the.blends. One dealer com-
merited that the service would save him at least six hours per week during 
the fertilizer application season. Another advantE;Lge would.be the secu-
rity involved in.making the desired blend wanted by the.farmer at least 
cost;:. Still another advantage would. be to know that -.the formula for the 
blend was.correct •. This was a major worry of-the cooperating dealers. 
The fertilizer blend is checked by the state board of agriculture for 
the nutrient elements supposedly in the.blend. A penalty is.enforced, 
if the blend does not contain.the nutrients specified by the farmer. 
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The information required from the dealer to determine the desired 
blenqs is easily prepared. The d1aaler gives the prices: of ·~b.he .. available 
ingredients, the nutrient requirements and the type.of problem. desired. 
This information _can be mailed or telephoned to a central receiving sta-
tion for use in the computer program. Res.ults can. be telephoned to the 
dealer and the detailed output mailed for later delivety. The time in-
valved for the telephone service will depend upon the nui;nber of program 
changes and the required computer time, The telephone servic~ worked 
very effectively in.this experiment. 
~)". 
In co,;,.clusion, all three dealers wanted to use the;service in the 
,- ..... 
future. One qealer commented that the computeriied least cost blending 
would allow him more.time for management of the business during his busi-
est period. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONGLUSIONS 
The· objectives of this study we.re (1) to develop a farm program-
m:l.ng technique that fertilizer dealers could use with their farmer cus-
tomers, (2) to test the programming .device on actual fal'J!l organizations 
with cooperating farmers ~d fertilizer dealers and (3) to involve the 
cooperating dealers in an educational program to increase their know-
ledge.of economics involved in organizing a farm. 
A linear programming technique was designed to h~lp farmers plan 
their fa~ organization to maximize net returns to land, labor, manage-
ment and other fixed resources for the next crop year. Considered in 
the ·linear.program were wheat.and feed grain program alternatives and 
crop .and livestock enterprises. 
A second linear programming technique was designed to determine the. 
least cost ble~ding ingredients for various fertilizer analyses required 
by fa~ers~ 
Th~ farm programming technique was.tested on seven farm organizat...;. 
ions in North Central Oklahoma to determine the technical feasibility 
of the,technique becoming a service extended by fertilizer dealers .to 
their farme~ customers. The farm programming service was organized to 
help the fal'DJ.er a,nd his. fertilizer dealer develop ,nd collec;t the infor-
lD,ation required to determine_the optimum farm plan. Then,.the future 
deve,lopment_of ·the input informatio~ could be accomplished.by the con~ 
junctive efforts of the. farmer and his fertilizer dealer. The-purpose. 
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of the programming service is to maximize net returns to land, lapor, 
management and other fixed resourceso 
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Three cooperating fertilizer.dealers in North ·Central Oklahoma test-
ed the least .cost. blending techniqueo The basic problem consisted of 
mixing a formula containing nitrogen, phosphorus, or potassium. There 
are.three types of problems which can be·solved by the least cost comput-
er service which were discussed in Chapter IV. The Type I p:t:'oblem gives 
the:percentage and cost of each material in the blend. In addition, the 
total cost per ton of the blend is given. The·Type II p:t:'oblem con.tain.s 
t.he .same .results as the ,Type. I problem, plus four. addit_ional factors. 
This second type.gives the total amount of each material required for 
the mixture and the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium percentages in, 
the blend, The remaining two.factors are the total·cost of .the mix and 
the amount to apply and the cost per acre to the dealero The Type III. 
prol;)lem contains the same information as the Type I ex.capt the ,percent-
age of each material in the blend is the.least cost combination for the 
ratio being requested. 
To fulfi.11 the educational program o'pjective, a workshop was ·or-
ganized to acquaint the fertilizer dealers with various topics pertaining 
to the ec~nomic importances of an optimum farm organization and their 
fertilizer business. Also in this thesis, possible fertilizer recom-
mendation procedures are outlinedo The procedures are the same that 
agronomists and soil. scientists use in making recommen.dations. 
CO~CLUSIONS 
The farm programming service and the least.c9st.bleµ.ding service 
were very effect.ive .in fulfilJ.ing thei! designed purposeso The com-
puterized farm· programming service requires the· greatest .. amou)ilt · of time 
and preparation to develop a.meaningful set of results for the.farmer. 
But, if the,service is used for the second year, the computer program 
would have few major changes, 
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The compute~ized farm programming service determined the govern-
ment program and crop alternatives that would yield the highest net re-:-
tur~ to l~nd, labor, management and other fixed resources for each farm-
er.and his organization, 
The computer service results had three characteristics which were 
of great interest to the farmer cooperators, The first was the analysis 
made of each government program and how each would affect the net·re"':" 
turns, The farmers were very interested in changes that.were needed 
among the present enterprises to increase net returns, The final char-
acteristic was how the net returns could be maximized from single enter-
prises, Fanners would have been very interested in knowing the optimum 
fertilizer rates to produce maximum net returns to land, labor, manage-
men:t and. other fixed resources, But due· to . the lack of crop response 
information, the.farm programming service was inadequ&te for making 
fertilizer rate recommendations, Farmers had not e~perimented with 
different.fertilizer rates to determine the change in yields; therefore, 
few fertilizer rate alternatives could be inserted into the. linear 
programo 
The·least cost blending service for the fertilizer dealers was very 
succe:ssfuL The price of the nutrients to be blended; nutrient require-
ments of the mixture.and the type of problem to be solved is all that is 
needed for the computer program. Thus, it would be relatively simple to 
establish this service, 
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NEED FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The need for a.farm progranuning service will increase in.the future. 
Every farmer needs to examine the whole farm organization every year to 
determine what changes would give him a higher,return to·his investment. 
The collection of input.data for the farmer and dealer to complete needs 
to be as simple as possible. Then the information can be complied and 
inserted into the computer program. 
Additional :research is also needed to add the farm progranuning ser-
vice 'to one of a large number of different record keeping systems used 
todayo If the record keeping systems could be added to the farm organi-
zation service, a farmer would certainly be better informed about his 
farm organization, 
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FACTORS WHICH .INFLUENCE 
FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS 
Basically, five factors.influence fertilizer recommendations ac~ 
1 
cording to Baumann. 
1. Accurate Soil Tests 
Soil fertility level can be indicated by soil tests which have. 
been.correlated with response to fertilizer on Oklahoma soils 
through field and greenhouse research. Soil tests must be accurate; 
but the best test can be no better than the sample that is tested. 
To get a good soil test, there must.be one or more soil samples 
that are representat:1;.ve of the area to be. fertilized. This can be 
accomplished_by taking a composite soil sample from numerous spot$ 
over the field. 
2. Soil Characteristics and Production Capacity 
A knowledge of soil is essential in order to make correct fer-
tilizer recommendations, Effective interpretation of.soil.tests is 
partially dependent upon the texture, the soil depth, and the chara~ 
ctetistics of the.subsoil. For example, the fertilizer recommenda-
tions would not be the. ·same in a deep soil as on a shallow soil, 
although the soil tester :;1llight be identical. 
A deep, moderately permeable to permeable soil generally has ex-
cellent soil, moisture, and plant root relationship. Such soil can 
effectively and economically utilize a heavy-fertilizer application. 
lw. Elmo Baumann, "Fertilizer and Lil).le Recommendations .for Oklahoma," 
Oklahoma State Extension Service, pp. 3-6~ 
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Soils having a claypan, which restricts movements of moisture; 
roots, and air, usually will not respond to fertili:i:er treatment, 
as well,as a permeable soil. 
3, Past Use and Treatment 
Fertilizer recommendations are·greatly improve4 if more infor-
mation than a.soil.test is available. They are strengthened by 
knowledge of the previous c;ops,. history of yields, fertilization, 
and lime use, and management practices. 
4. Crop Planned and Climatic Yield Probabilities 
Crops vary considerably in their requirements for various plant 
nutrients. Crops grown primarily for forage usually have different 
fertility requirements than those grown for grain. Most.of the im-
portant cash crops will give profitable returns, even though.they 
are grown on deficient soils, if fertilizers are used properly. 
The relative cash value o~ the crop will influence the amount 
of .fertilizer than can be used profitably. In Oklahoma, the amount 
and distribution of rainfall are important factors governing crop 
yields and in·the plant's inability to utilize the applied plant nu-
trients. A crop under irrigation has higher fertility requirements 
than one un4er dryland conditions.· Irrigated crops.were not includ-
ed in tqis study~ with the exception of one farm in which milo corn 
silage were grown. 
5, Farmers' Desires and Resources 
In many cases, the desires and wishes of the farm operator have 
an important bearing on fertilizer recommendations. This does not 
imply that fertilizer re~ommendatipns should be made to fit what the 
farmer.wants to use rather than.what is actually needed for a part-
icular field or crop. 
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Some farmers may wish to apply fertilizer at the maximum pos-
sible profitable rate with an idea of greatest potential returns. 
They do this with the full understanding that if weather conditions 
prevent maximum yields, some of the remaining fertilizer will be 
left for the production of later crops. 
Theoretical Recommendation Procedures 
Soil tests have been the basis for making fertilizer recommenda-
tions to farmers for many years, '.l'his is actually the starting point 
fol;' nearly all state extension and experiment s.tation fertilizer re-
commendations' through out the United States. 
The following is the procEllure used in making individual: farm fer-
tilizer reconunendations·from the. soil tests. 
(1) Primary nutrient requirements for the desired crop and yield 
levels are established. 
(2) The quantities of available nutrients in the soil are measured. 
(3) The nutrient quantities measured in the soil.are subtracted 
from the nµtrient requirements for tl:J.e crop and yiel9, goal 
which the farmer desires. 
(4) If the nutrient requirements exceed those available for the· 
soil the difference is the amount of fertilizer which is re-
commended. 
Upon examination of this procedure, there exist two basic data needs:. 
(l) nutrient .requirements by· crop and yield level and (2) reliable. soil 
tes'li, measurements.· However, the data requirements are not obtained sim-
ply. Because the problem compounds when the concept of nutrient fixation 
'and availability is ·introduced, not .all of the nutrients measured by the 
1:1oil tests .are· available for uptake into the plant system. Neither is 
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the entire quantity of,nutrients applied as fertilizer completely avail-
able to the crops. Consequently, these two sources must be adjusted to 
reflect the quantities of nut'l;'ients actually available to meet the plant 
nutrient demand. 
Another agronomic.methodfor recommended·ferd.lizer rates canbe 
deyeloped by determining the yield pos's:l.bility. The yield possibility 
will vary from year to yea~. It .will depend on the climatic conditions 
! . 
for the year being analyzed and 1'l&king the.assumption th~t all the plan~ 
nutrients are avatlable in.adequate,but not harmful amounts. 
The·availability of.phosphorus.and potassium depends on the.root\ 
system of• the p.ant .which in tu.rn depends on. the available ,moisture. In 
Oklah,oma,.phosphorus and potassium are immobile once in the soil. There-
fore, sufficiency; can.be calculated.on a percentage basis for phosphorus 
and·multiplied times the.original yield possibility to determine the re, 
duced yield due·to reduction in av~ilability of phospho'l;'us. If avail-
abi1i ty of potassium is less .. than .. 100 percent, then a. further decrea~e 
in yield possibility can.be calculated from the phosphorus derived yieid 
possibility. 
When the final yield possibility is found, the nitrogen·rat~ can. 
then.be derived by approximating the final.yield possibility from the 
decrease of avatlability·found in,the use.of phosphorus and potassium. 
AMitscherlich:type:,equation can also be used to deteril).ine the 
application rat¢.of,phosphorus or.potassium. 
log (A-Y) = log A+ ex - bx! 
A= yield,obtained 
Y = yield possi~ility 
c "".'. soil test value 
X = f,rtilizer in.soil. 
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b = fertilizer coefficient 
X' = fertilizer level 
The·assurnption must be.made that yield possibility is equal to yield 
obtained (A = Y). · Solving for X' will give the recommended fertilizer . 
leveL It must be empllasized that this method is only for the potassium 
and phosphorus.recommendation. 
Classic Production.Models· 
There are two classic.models which C";!,n be used in the description 
of a produt;:t output from.the factor inputs. 
The Liebig model describes production in terms of limiting factors~. 
It is most suitable for the.mobile nutrients, Production is assumed to 
increase at a constant. rate .with respect to each nutr.ient until one of 
tl:;l.e ·nutrients becomes· limiting or. some. maximum yield. is· att.ained which 
is a function of exogenous factors, These factors might include variety, 
se~ding rate, or moisture, to name a.few. 
The Liebig model can be denoted in a two nutrient situation. 
(1) x1 .~ a1 y = z1 
(2) x2 > 
- a2 Y = z2 
(3) m ~ y 
x1 = amount of nutrient l present in the soil and available for 
plant us~ •. 
x2 = amount of nutrient 2·present in the soil'and available for 
plant use. 
al = required amount of nutrie,;i.t 1 for the maximum yield. 
a = required amount of nutrient 2 for the maximum yield. 2 
zl = amount of nutrient l that.must be added to quantity iti. ·the 
soil. 
z2 = amount Qf nutrient 2 th~t must be.added to quantity .in-the 
soil. 
m = _ceiling on yield. 
y. = yield. 
The nutrients a~e·independent in the Liebig Model and_do-not: allow nutri- ( 
ent substitution. 
The Mit:scqerlich-Spillman model is much more suitable because :;,· -
substitution of nut~ients ·is permitted and_ is beet for immob.ile nutrients. 
The·following equ~tion is of the.two nutrient case. 
~ Z X ][ Z XJ y ... A Ll - R 1·+. 1 l - R 2 + 2 . 
Y = Yield. 
A= maximum yield of all factors 
R = ratio which marginal productivity declines· 
z ... 
;L quantity of nutri~nt l.ip. soil 
z2 = quai;i.tit;y, of nutrient 2.in soil 
xl,.. quant:it;y of z1 applied as fertilizer 
X2 == quant:1-ty of z2 applied as fertilizer 
The Mitscherlich-Spillman model requires that t:q.e le~el of qther 
nutfifints be known before, recommendations can be _made_ for any sp,cifi·c 
nutrient in that nutrient substit~tion can occur~ Since other m.itritnt 
leve+ requirements are, known, this requires a soluti.on to a se~ of simul-
taneous equations~ The data requirements are much more rigorous for 
this.model since the values in the.equations cannot be estimated 
independently. 
If the production relat:ionship is a un:t.latera_l casual relation with 
output.dependent upon .a number of predet:ermined i~put variables, t~e 
single:equat:ion model is cert:~inly appropriate. Therefore; the best· 
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estimates of the production function parameters can be determined by the 
least squares multiple r\jlgression procedure. However, as formerly indi-
cated, the.nutrient levels of.the Mitscllerlich-Spillman,model must be 
mutually determined variables. The biological and physical logic.rele-
vant to this production process indicates that the parameters of the pro-
duction relationship should be estimated in terms of the complete set of 
2 
simultaneous.equations in which the production relation is embedded. 
The modification consists.of treating nutrient req1,1irements as de-
penden~ upon yield level, This approximates diminishing returns to each 
of the three primary nutrients. 
Model: 
bN ~ allyl + al2 Y2 + 
bp ~ a21 Y1 + a22 Y2 + 
bK ~ a31 Y 1 + aB2 Y 2 + · 
m~yl +y2 + 
subject to: 
+y 
n 
all.::. al2 
a21 ~ a22 
a31 . .::. ~32 
y = yield 
< a 
.~, ·ln. 
,:£.a2n 
+ aln Yn 
+ a2n Yn 
+ a3. Y 
· n n 
bN = available nitrogen in soil 
bp = available phosphorus in soil 
b "" K available potassium in.soil. 
-N 
-P 
-K 
a1j = nitrogen requirement per unit of yj 
a2j = phoi;phqrus requirement per 1,1nit of y j 
2Earl .o. Heady and J:ohn L. Dillon, Agricultural Production Func--
tions, Iowa.State University Press, Ames, Iowa, 1961, p~ 138. · 
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a3j = potassium requirement per unit of y, J 
M = maximum yield 
N = nitrogen fertilizer 
p = phosphorus fertilizer 
K = potassium fertilizer 
Upon inspection of this simultaneous equation, there are three re-
quirements of data. These would include: 
(1) Quantity of nutrients already in the soil. 
(2) Nutrient requirements for respective yields. 
(3) Maximum yield obtainabl.e impose~ by nonnutrient factors. 
This is the only treatment of production functions by simultaneous. 
equations that will be included in this thesis, The single equation pro-,-
duction function will be the only type used. 
Nutrient Content of Soil 
To establish a standard for a base it is necessary to prescribe the 
chemical tests used to.measure the nutrient content of the soiL 
Nitrogen.is based on organic matter tests by the percent of the 
soil'.s weight, 2,000,000 X 
2 1 N = ___ 1_0___ X2 
N ,,.- available nitrogen per acre 
x1 = perce.nt of organic matter 
x2 = nitrogen release rate expressed in a percentage. 
The constant 2,000,000 represents the pounds of soil.in the plow layer 
or top seven inches of top soil. Division of the pounds of organic 
matter per acre by two is.based on the assumption that organic matter 
is composed of 50 percent carbon, The constant.of 10 is based upon as 
assumed carbon-nitrogen ratio of 10:1. 
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The organic matter percentage is taken directly from.the soil test~ 
However, the active nitrogen release rate from the total .nitrogen.is a 
function of soil type.· In.O~lahoma, the clay soils release about .5 
percent, silt loam soils one percent and sandy soils release about two 
percent of ,the nitrogen •. 
The Ok.lahoma County extension laboratories use a colorimetric meth-
od of measuring soil organic matter determined by the wet oxidati9n pro-
cedure.3 Upon determining a colorimetric reading an organic·matter con-
version chart.is used to determine percent of organic matter. The color-
imetric reading is recorded and the adjective reading is given from t~e 
conversion table. 
Thecrop yield and fertilizer history are analyzed to determinei'the 
recommended rate of application for the crop that is .to be,planted. 
There are,two tests.now used in Oklahoma for the phosphate.test. 
The county extension laboratories use the colorimetric method for measur~ 
ing the inorganic phosphorus which is soluble.in dilute,swlphuric acid. 
The H2so4 extractant·is soon,to be,replaced by the Bray P1 test for avail-
able phosphorus. Convereion tables are again used in determining the, 
adjective reading for the soil test. The recommended application rate. 
is checked against rates and responses of field plots in the general area. 
There is a small lack o~ knowledge of the farmer in the conversion 
equation of phosphorus to its phosphate·equivalent. The equation depends 
only on the;elemental weights of the ele111ents involveq. 
This equation converts the phosphorus measurement to its phosphate 
equivalent. 
3:E;1mo w. ,Baumann., "County Soir:Testing Laboratory Procedures ,for 
· Oklahoma, 1·1 Oklahoma State ,Extension Service, p. 7. 
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P205 = (X1) (2.2912) 
P2o5 = pounds of available phosphate per acre 
x1 = pounds of available phosphorus per acre.based on Bray P1 test.· 
There are· two available extractant .· tests for potash. The c9unty ex-
tension laboratories use a t~rbidimetri'c method of measuring available 
potassi1,llll. Another ~est is. the flame photometer test for avail~~le po-
tassium~ The county extension laboratories use a conversion table tQ 
convert.the readings found over to the adjective rating. 
This equation converts available potassium tQ its ... available potash· 
equivalent. 
K20 = (X1) (1.2046) 
K2Q = pounds of available potash per acre, 
x1 = pounds available per acre based on.test. 
Fa~tors .. that Influence Fertilizer Recommendations 
The·average,annual rainfall in Oklahoma.ranges from a high o~ 50 
inches in the southeastern part of .the state. to less 'than 16. fo.ches in 
the ;Panhandl.e. Fluctuation from this normal rainfall is. very common~ 
Oklahoma~s climate'is .characterized by frequent drought periods o~ three 
to six weel<:s ·or.more. These erratic climate conditions, ,along wi~\l, wide 
variations in soil charac~eristics, fertility level, . and past manag;e-
ment systems, increase the· difficuluy of lllaking correct· ferti·lity 
recommendations. 
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